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DEDICATION
When the Selectmen decided to honor Ralph and Kit Hardy with the
dedication of the 1995 town report, we asked their son, Tom, if he would
be willing to give us some background information of his parents. The
report was so good we have decided to print it in its entirety and give the
credit to their son, Tom. The town, through its Board of Selectmen, is
pleased to honor two people who have been a mainstay in the Town of
Mollis throughout the years. The essay follows:
We are honored to have the Town of Hollis dedicate its 1995 Annual
Report to Ralph and Kit Hardy.
Ralph and Kit were a Hollis institution for half a century. They were
easily recognizable around town, Ralph in his Jeep and HAR-D license
plate and Kit with her NEWZ plate.
Ralph and Kit moved to Hollis in 1947. Ralph's mother, Kate Cutter
Hardy, grew up in Hollis. She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E.
Tenney, the sixth generation of the Tenney family to live at the Tenney
Homestead on Pepperell Road. Ralph is a descendant of Phineas Hardy
who was one of the first settlers of Hollis in 1751.
Ralph grew up in Arlington, Massachusetts but always considered
Hollis his home. His family summered in HolUs and he enjoyed large fam-
ily gatherings at the Tenney Farm. In addition to his grandparents, his
Hollis family also included his aunt, Agnes F. Tenney and his cousins, the
C. Frederick Worcesters of Worcester Road and the Rodney T. Hardys of
Love Lane.
Ralph and Kit met in an elevator in Boston after Ralph graduated from
Brown University. Kit was a pioneer for women in the world of business.
As the assistant to the senior partner of a Boston insurance firm she devel-
oped business skills which later proved key to her leadership in the Hollis
community.
After Ralph completed his service in the Navy, he and Kit settled in an
apartment above the horse stalls at the Worcester Homestead. In 1950 they
had Royal Barry Wills design and build them a house on Tenney property
adjoining the Tenney Farm.
Kit and Ralph had two sons. Bill and Tom, and immediately embarked
on what was to become a lifetime of involvement in and service to the
Hollis community. Initially, Kit was a Cub Scout Den Mother and Ralph
was active in the bowling league and a member of the Hollis Boy Scout
Committee.
In 1958, Kit, her mother-in-law Kate Hardy and Ralph's Aunt Agnes
Tenney were among the original twenty-five founders of the Hollis
Historical Society. Kit later became the Society's secretary and a member
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of the Board of Directors.
Active as Hollis P.T.A. Boosters, Kit and Ralph were involved in the
1959 Klassified Kountry Kapers Variety Show; Kit on the Costumes and
Make-up Committee and Ralph part of the Hollis Kitchen Band.
Kit was Secretary of the Hollis Reading and Charitable Society,
Secretary for the Hollis Congregational Church and a Supervisor of the
CheckUst. She was also Secretary and President of the HolUs Women's
Club and a New Hampshire Federation of Women's Club Honor Roll
Member.
Her best known achievement was 20 years of service as the HolUs news
reporter for the Nashua Telegraph. Kit knew all the Hollis news and enthu-
siastically promoted people and activities in the community.
In her later years Kit enjoyed her membership in the Southern New
Hampshire Medical Center Auxiliary and service as a Board Member of
the Gift Shop. She extended herself, as always, by giving many other
Hollis women the opportunity to serve with her in the Gift Shop.
Ralph enjoyed the out of doors. He cut wood at the family wood lot on
Proctor Hill, was a fly fisherman and noted mountain climber. A member
of the Appalachian Mountain Club, he completed climbing all 42 New
Hampshire 4000 footers at the age of 69. He was also an avid skier and
could be seen every weekend in his National Ski Patrol uniform at Temple
Mountain.
Ralph was a Hollis Selectman for twelve years, Town Treasurer for six
years and a member of the Hollis Conservation Committee for fifteen
years. He was true to his ancestry; his great-great grandfather was a
Representative to the New Hampshire General Court, member of the State
Senate and a Hollis Selectman.
Those who knew Kit and Ralph well remember the fun they had with
their family and friends. Their Ufe together was full and complete. It was a
special pleasure to be with them in their cozy house, have a bowl of Kit's
toot-a-lings and spend the evening laughing and sharing memories.
We appreciate the many generous contributions made to the Hollis
Historical Society in memory of Kit Hardy who died in February, 1995.
Ralph is now living at the Hunt Community in Nashua, New Hampshire.
He still enjoys a "pop" and is blessed with wonderful memories of his long
life in Hollis.
Thank you for recognizing Ralph's and Kit's contributions to the Town
of Hollis. When thinking of Kit's passing, please think of the verse from
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TOWN HALL OFFICES AND HOURS
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Administrative Assistant
to the Selectmen Louise R. King








Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
Closed Thursday










Hours Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Sam to 1pm
Monday Evenings &
1st and 3rd Tuesday Evenings
7pm to 9pm




Hours Monday through Friday
Sam to 12 noon
Inspections: 1pm - 5pm
Inspections must be called in 24 Hrs.
before day of inspection
Telephone 465-2514
PLANNING OFFICE
Virginia Mills, Assistant Planner




March 1995 - March 1996
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS, OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
Thomas Hildreth, Chairman Richard Walker
Eleanor Whittemore










TOWN HALL PERSONNEL DIRECTOR



























Susan B. Durham George Wright
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Kathryn Hardy 1998 (Deceased 1995) Lydia L. Schellenberg 1996
Jessica "Jan" Squires 1996
Julia L. McCoy 2000
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND
Richard Birch 1997 John C. Sheridan 1996

















Susan R Howes 1996 Jessica "Jan" Squires 1998
J. Howard Bigelow, Jr. 1997 Diane Hoyt 1997
Catharine W. HaUsworth 1996 Norma B. Woods 1996
Sumner Roper 1998
TOWN BUDGET COMMITTEE
Frank Whittemore 1998 David Golden 1996
Morton E. Goulder 1996 WUliam Pasko 1997
Jeffrey J. Teel 1997 Lorin Rydstrom 1998
PLANNING BOARD
Eleanor Whittemore, Ex-Officio James Belanger, Chairman 1997
Ann Caldwell 1998 Aram P. Marderosian 1998
Edwin A. Makepeace, Jr. 1998 Carl Hills 1997
John J. Singer, Alt. 1997 Diiine Jennings, Alt. 1997
Nanci Mitchell, Alt. 1996 Gerald Walsh, Alt. 1996
Ben Frost, Planner Virginia Mills, Asst. Planner
Arthur LeBlanc, Public Works Director
HISTORIC DISTRICT
SIGN BOARD COMMITTEE
Thomas Hildreth, Ex-Officio Arthur Lyford, Chairman 1998
Marilyn Wehrle 1997 Tim Desclos 1997
Lynn Simonfy 1996 Thomas Jambard 1996
Gerald Walsh, Planning Board Rep.
Richard C. Jones, Bldg. Inspector
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Ralph Nicosia-Rusin, Chairman 1996
William Pasko, Vicc-Chairman 1998 (Resigned Jan. 1996)
Phyllis Tumer-Aston 1996
Roger Parsons 1998
Daniel McManus 1997 Raymond E. Lorden, Jr., Alt. 1998
John Andruszkiewicz 1998 Lance S. Goodwin, Alt. 1996
Brian Major, Alt. 1996 Nancy J. Phillips, Alt. 1998
Brcnda K. Morse, Staff Richard Jones, Bldg. Inspector
FOREST COMMITTEE
Stephen R. Beaulieu 1998 Edward Chamberlain 1996
George R. "Bill" Burton 1997 Craig H. Birch 1997
Steven R Briggs 1996 Gary E. Chamberlain 1998
RECREATION COMMISSION
Cheryl J. Beaudry, Chairman 1996 Roger Cayer 1996
Matthew M. Kleeman, Co-Chairman 1998 William Choquette 1997
Steve Luce 1996 Rebecca Parsons 1998
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Jeffrey L. Snow, Chairman 1996 Owen O'Neil 1998
Nancy Bell 1997 John R Maguire 1997
Kathy Albee 1996
Brenda K. Morse, Staff
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
David Orde, Co-Chairman 1997 (Resigned 1995) WUUam Hall, Jr. Alt. 1997
Craig H. Birch, Chairman 1998 Richard Brown, Alt. 1996
Vaughan Pitman 1997 John Lumbard 1996
Mary Killian 1996 Stephen Kolinko 1998
Peter C. Baker 1996 Thomas Dufresne 1998
LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE (LRPC)
Richard Walker, Chairman Benjamin Frost
Candace Dochstader Mario Martinello
Martha Davis Donald Smith
Nanci Mitchell David Golden




Donald W. Smith 1997 Arthur LeBlanc 1998
BUILDING CODE BOARD OF APPEALS
Roger Parsons, Chairman Donald Smith
Richard A. Brown Richard Casale
Paul F. Hayner David CaldweU
Richard C. Jones, Building Inspector
TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY BOARD
Eleanor Whittemore, Chairman Diane Jennings
Bob Cormier Susan Ledbetter
Tim Desclos Elizabeth Drisko
Ed Lehoullier Mort Goulder
Benjamin Frost Arthur LeBlanc, Staff
ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Steve Sedan Susan Ledbetter
James Westberg Bob Ledbetter
Nancy Philhps
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JOIN IN THE CIVIC PROFILE TO BE CONDUCTED
MAY 3 & 4, 1996
The Board of Selectmen have agreed to conduct a Civic Profile of Hollis
this Spring. The self-evaluation process will help define the strengths and
weaknesses of our town and will be useful in updating the Master Plan as
well, which is due to be updated in 1996 as well.
To be conducted Friday evening and Saturday, May 3rd and 4th, the
workshop will allow us to take stock of where we are today as a commu-
nity and develop an action plan for how we want to operate in the 21st




• Volunteerism and Philanthropy
• Intergroup Relations
• Civic education
• Community Information Sharing
• Capacity for Cooperation and Consensus Building
• Community Vision and Pride
• Regional Cooperation
All Hollis Citizens are invited to attend. Join in on Friday's Pot Luck
Supper and discussion (5-9:30PM), and the workshop on Saturday
(9AM-4:30PM) - all conducted at the Hollis/Brookline High School
gymnasium.
If you'd like to get more information on Hollis' Civic Profile plans or
would like to be added to a mailing hst providing more information, con-












"LOOKING PAST, PRESENT, AND FORWARD"
On April 3, 1746, more than 30 years before the Colonies declared their
independence from Great Britain, Governor Wentworth signed the charter
establishing the "Town of Holies" (later changed to "Hollis"). At that time,
we were a small band of hearty settlers, eager for the challenges and
rewards of local self-government,
April 3, 1996, will mark the passage of 250 years form our charter.
We've come a long way since then. On the occasion of this important
anniversary year, it is appropriate that we take stock of where we've been,
where we are, and where we're going (a lot to fit on a couple of pages of
the Town Report.)
Looking Past
Our orientation to the past is best summed up in the title of our most
recent Town history - "Where the Past has been Preserved." Thanks to the
foresight of our forbearers, growth and progress over the past quarter mil-
lennium have not been at the expense of attributes that continue to make
Hollis a special place to live. These attributes
• orderly apple orchards stretching out as far as the eye can see;
• farm stands selling the abundant bounty of our land under culti-
vation;
• vast expanses of forest and field, nay protected by conservation
easements and enhanced by active stewardship;
• neighborhoods of handsome homes that reflect the pride and
caring of their inhabitants;
• an attractive and compact Town center that calls us together as
a community to learn, to play, to conduct business, and to vol-
unteer in service to each other; and, of course
• a community made up of active and intelligent citizens who
appreciate the value of what we have and are committed to its
preservation -
these are the hallmarks of Hollis. They define the character of her people
and distinguish the Town from other places in our area.
Looking Present
Our present-day commitment to preserving the past is nowhere more
evident than in the many recent efforts to enhance the Town center. In the
past few years, we have seen a number of projects come to fruition in that
area, including:
• renovation of the Always Ready Engine House
• expansion of the Hollis Social Library
• purchase of Hardy land opposite Nichols Field
• re-opening and renovation of the Monument Square Market
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• creation of the Community Room from the old fire station and
front-entry faceUft at the Town Hall
The 1996 Town Meeting will have the chance to vote on two warrant
articles that relate to ongoing projects in the Town center - (1) rehabilita-
tion of "The Block" and (2) expansion of our sidewalk system. We also
anticipate a new (and first for Hollis) elderly housing facility to be con-
structed at the rear of the Village Marketplace to be ready for occupancy
before year end. And, if we're lucky, we'll begin to see a new school facil-
ity take shape in the vicinity of the Town center.
All of these initiatives - some private, some public, some local, some
state, some federal, many a combination of efforts - evidence how well the
present citizens of HoUis have learned the lessons of the past. But we can-
not rest here. There is more work to be done. There is always more work
to be done.
Looking Forward
Increasingly, we are finding that the work of carrying on the business of
our community requires the efforts and involvement of more people.
Occasionally, that means hiring outside experts and consultants. But more
often, it means greater involvement by citizen volunteers. Sometimes, cit-
izens are asked to work together over a finite term to tackle a particular
challenge (e.g., Rideout Road); other times they are asked to serve on a
committee that will advise the Town indefinitely (e.g.. Transportation
Advisory Board).
In recent years, our roster of citizen-committees has expanded to
include not only the Rideout Road Advisory Task Force and Hollis
Transportation Advisory Board, but also the:
• Trail Management Committee
• Town Hall Computer Committee
• Zylonis Trust Fund Committee
• Charitable Contribufions Advisory Group
• Town Hall Building Committee
• Business Visitation Group
• and others.
In 1996, citizens will also be asked to volunteer to work on the 250th
anniversary celebration. Town-wide Civic Profile, and update of the
Town's Master Plan, among other projects. With the climate in Washington
favoring decentralization and down-shifting responsibility to state and
local governments, we expect this trend to continue.
In response to this trend, we have initiated three fledgling efforts intend-
ed to make citizen participation easier and more meaningful. Given that we
are living in the "Information Age" and in the midst of a technological rev-
olution, it is not surprising that these efforts revolve around the concepts of
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access, information and communications.
First, in an effort to improve access, we have changed the venue of our
meetings. In the formal Selectmen's office, where regular weekly meetings
used to be held, we could accommodate no more than three visitors at one
time. With our Administrative Assistant and a couple of reporters, there
was no room for anyone else. After the completion of the Community
Room, we moved the site of our meetings there and can now comfortably
accommodate a large number of guests, reporters and members of the pub-
lic all at the same time.
Second, in an effort to improve the timely sharing of information, we
have begun to televise meetings over our local cable access channel. More
than 80% of Hollis households have a basic cable television subscription
which includes the local government channel, Ch. 16. This is a powerful
medium for the broad, timely and efficient dissemination of public infor-
mation. So far, we have shown a handful of Selectmen's meetings, a pub-
lic hearing on the Town budget and a special presentation on a new plan-
ning tool, the "Build Out Analysis." With your support, our coverage will
grow to include meetings of the Planning Board, Zoning Board, budget
Committee, and other groups that meet in the Community Room to do the
Public's business.
Finally, on the communications front, we hope that 1996 will witness
the Town Hall's connection to the "HoUisNet." This multiparty, interactive
computer network is intended to promote communications on issues of
Town concern: from Town boards and officials to citizens and vice versa,
as well as among Town citizens. We hope to establish electronic bulletin
boards to post committee minutes, agendas and other communications, and
to use the network to solicit feedback and opinions and foster dialogue on
issues that affect us aU.
These efforts are nothing but tools to help us all to do our jobs, and to
do them better. They will not take the place of caring citizens devoting
their time and talent to the betterment of our community; for that, we can
only look to each other.
Clearly, in 1996, we are more than the "small band of hearty settiers"
that inhabited our Town when it was chartered 250 years ago. But if we
exhibit the same eagerness for the challenges of local self-government as
our ancestors before us, then we will surely enjoy and leave to our descen-
dants the uncommon rewards that are ours today.
With thanks and humility for the opportunity to serve -
Thomas W. Hildreth, Chairman
Board of Selectmen
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 7:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of HoUis in the County of Hillsborough
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Hollis Fire Station, Glenice Drive in
said Hollis on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March, next at 7:00 of the clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To conduct other business by official ballot.
Given under our hands and seal, this 22nd day of February, in the year









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSfflRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Mollis in the County of Hillsborough
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Walters Auditorium in said HoUis on
Wednesday evening, the thirteenth day of March next at 7:30 of the clock
in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
l.To hear reports of Selectmen and other Town Officers and
Committees.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its previous appro-
priations in accordance with the procediu^es set forth in RSA 36-1:5,
or take any other action relative thereto.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept, on behalf of the town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the
town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19 or
take any other action relative thereto.
4. To see if the Town, in order to carry into effect a relocation of a por-
tion of Federal Hill Road, will vote to discontinue, pursuant to RSA
231:43, a small portion of the East side of Federal Hill Road consist-
ing of 0.243 acres and more particularly shown on a plan of land enti-
tled "Proposed Road Betterment and Subdivision for WilUam C.
Hoffman Land", 101 Federal Hill Road, HoHis, NH by Austin
Parkhurst, dated May 5, 1989 and recorded with the Hillsborough
County Registry of Deeds as Plan #23793 and to authorize the select-
men to execute any and all instruments necessary to cause any inter-
est that the town may have in said premises to be conveyed to the
owner(s) of abutting lot number 5-137 as shown on said plan (now
known as lot number 29-42), or take any other action relative there-
to.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey
approximately 2,571 sq. ft. (.06Ac) of the property adjacent to the
Hollis Social Library (known as "Little Nichols Field"), being a por-
tion of the Town's land known as Map 52, Lot 50 and Map 50, Lot
24 to John C. Plummer, Inc., to be combined with other land owned
by John C. Plummer, Inc., identified as 22-24 Main Street ("The
Block"), Map 52, Lot 49, in exchange for the conveyance by John C.
Plummer, Inc. to the Town of Hollis of approximately 3,723 sq. ft.
(.09 Ac) that is presently part of "The Block" to be joined with Little
Nichols Field, for a net increase in the size of Little Nichols Field of
approximately 1,152 sq. ft. (.03 Ac); and, further, to authorize the
Selectmen to grant an easement to John C. Plummer, Inc., to install
and maintain a subterranean water line under another portion of Little
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Nichols Field in favor of "The Block". The exchange is lo be by fee
simple conveyance, or as otherwise determined by the Selectmen,
and on such terms and conditions and subject to and together with (as
applicable) such easements, restrictions and/or covenants as deter-
mined by the Selectmen, or take any other action relative thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000 to install
sidewalks form the town hall to Nichols Field along Depot Road, or
take any other action relative thereto. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $80,000 to pave
the unpaved portion of Rideout Road, in accordance with the stan-
dards and specifications recommended by the Rideout Road
Advisory Task Force and the Transportation Advisory Board, or take
any other action relative thereto. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $187,000 to pur-
chase a new fire truck and to authorize the withdrawal, from the Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund, the balance of $46,410.00 to be raised
by taxation, or take any other action relative thereto. The Selectmen
and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $75,000 to pur-
chase a front end loader and to authorize the withdrawal of
$69,612.00 plus accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, from the
Front End Loader Capital Reserve Fund, the balance of $5,388.00 to
be raised by taxation, or take any other action relative thereto. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
10. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $14,000 to
be placed in the following existing capital reserve funds in the
amount indicated for the following purposes:
Grader 9,000
Ladder Truck (used) 5,000
and to create a new capital reserve fund pursuant to RSA 35:1 for a
revaluation and deposit the amount of $25,000 in the capital reserve
funds or take any other action relative thereto. The Selectmen and
the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
11. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year.
-18-
Given under our hands and seal, this 22nd day of February, in the year
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SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
(RSA32:18, 19, & 32:21)
Fiscal Year Ending December 1996
RECOMMENDED
AMOUNT
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. $3,537,816
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 85,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 40,025
4. Capital Outlays Funded from Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessements
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2 - 5) 125,025
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less Line 6) 3,412,791
8. Line 7 times 10% 341,279








Town of Mollis, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Mollis, New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31
,
1994 as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and,
accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted
accounting principles, is not included in the financial statements
The Town recognizes property tax revenues on the accrual basis in the General
Fund, v^ich is not in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Generally accepted accounting principles require recognition of property taxes
on the modified accrual basis Town officials believe that application of this
accounting principle would give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to
meet its current and future obligations.
-26-
In our opinion, except for the effects of the omission of a statement of general
fixed assets as discussed in the third paragraph and the recognition of property
taxes on the accrual basis discussed in the fourth paragraph, the general
purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Mollis, New Hampshire, as of
December 31 , 1 994, and the results of its operations, and cash flows for the
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TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances - All Govemmental
Fund Types and Expendable Toist Funds
For the Year Ended December 31 , 1994
Govemmental
Fund Tvpes Fiduciary Fund Tvoe
Expendable Totals
General Trust (Memorandum Onlv)
Revenues:
Taxes $ 11.331,004 $ S 11,331,004
Licenses, permits, and fees 788.269 - 788.269
Intergovemmental 251,547 - 251.547
Departmental 114,662 - 114,662
Interest 85,194 26,252 1 1 1 ,446
Miscellaneous 7,269 36,451 43,720
Total Revenues 12,577,945 62,703 12,640,648
Expenditures:
Cun-ent:
General govemment 905.131 - 905,131
Protection of persons and property 799,036 - 799.036
Highway and street 868,104 - 868,104
Health, and welfare 43,359 43,359
Library and recreation 64,189 91.722 155,511
Debt service 115,438 - 115,433
County assessments 987.233 - 987.233
School District assessments 8,397,531 - 8.397,531
Capital outlay 496,521 2.291 498,812
Miscellaneous 6,958 17,649 24,607
Total Expenditures 12,683,500 1 1 1 ,662 12,795,162
Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures (105,555) (48,959) (154,514)
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Proceeds of notes payable
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out












Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses 261,156 (25,670) 235,486
Fund Balance - January 1 , 1 994 1 .079,272 667,430 1,746.702
Fund Balance - December 31 , 1994 $ 1,340.428 $ 641,760 $ 1,982.188
The notes to the financial statements
are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues and Other Sources,
and Expenditures and Other Uses -
Budget and Actual - General Fund
For the Year Ended December 31 , 1 994
Budget Actual
Revenues and Other Sources;
Taxes






Other sources (fund balance)
Total Revenues and
Other Sources



































Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Uses
The notes to the financial statements
are an integral part of this statement.
539,173 539.173
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TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds
For the Year Ended December 31, 1994
Contribution revenue $ 4,673
Capital gain revenue 2,014
Loss of sale of securities (22,297)
Net Income (Loss) (15,610)
Fund Balance, January 1, 1994 541,966
Fund Balance, December 31, 1994 $ 526,356
The notes to the financial statements
are an integral part of this statement.
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To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Mollis
Mollis, New Mampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Mollis, New Hampshire,
as of and for the year ended December 31
,
1 994, and have issued our report
thereon dated March 6, 1995 As part of our audit, we made a stuoy and
evaluation of the Town's system of internal accounting control to the extent we
considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally accepted
auditing standards Under these standards, the purpose of such evaluations are
to establish a basis for reliance on the system of internal accounting control in
determining the nature, timing, and extent of other auditing procedures that are
necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The management of the Town of Mollis, New Mampshire is responsible for
establishing and maintaining a system of internal accounting control. In fulfillirig
this responsibility, estimates and judgments by them are required to assess the
expected benefits and related costs of control procedures The objectives of
such a system are to provide reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets
are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, that
transactions are executed in accordance with required authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in
accoraance with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting control,
errors or irregularities may still occur without being detected. Also, projection of
any evaluation of the system to future periods is subject to the risks that
procedures may become in adequate because of changes in conditions or that
the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation was not designed for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the internal accounting control and would not necessarily disclose all
weaknesses in the system.
However, as a result of our study and evaluation, and in an effort to be of
assistance to the Town, we are submitting for your consideration comments and
recommendations intended to improve operations and internal accounting
control.
After you have had an opportunity to consider our comments and
recommendations, we would be pleased to discuss them with you.




Revise Payroll Manifest Approval Process
The Board of Selectmen currently approves the Town's v\/eekly gross
payroll amount from a summary prepared by the Accountant Because
the summary does not include a detail listing of employees, it is difficult to
determine if the total gross payroll amount is accurate
We recommend the Board of Selectmen be provided a payroll check
register for review during the payroll approval process. This will improve
the controls over payroll by providing an additional level of oversight, and
will provide additional support for the total gross payroll amount.
Monitor Revenue Budget
Although the Town does a very good job of monitoring actual
expenditures against the budget, there is currently no formal monitoring of
actual receipts against estimated receipts. The Town's computer
generated revenue report is capable of comparing actual receipts against
the budget, but this function is not used This increases the risk that
revenue deficits could occur and go undetected until year end.
We recommend the Town create a revenue budget consistent with the
actual revenue accounts that are now used The budgeted revenue
amounts should be posted to the computer system in order to utilize the
automatic variance analysis function The revenue reports should be
analyzed monthly to identify unexpected trends and variances. This will
allow the Town to recognize potential revenue deficits before they occur
and take corrective action immediately. It may also provide an
opportunity to identify potential errors and irregularities that require
additional investigation
Monitor Trust Fund Investments
In 1994, the Town's nonexpendable trust funds suffered a $22,000 loss to
principle, as a result of investment transactions
-34
We recommend the Trust Fund Trustees continue to monitor investment
performance closely to assure investments are secure and not subject to
unnecessary market risk. This will provide additional assurance that the
Tovi'n fulfills Its fiduciary responsibility over these nonexpendable
bequests.
Provide Oversite of Bank Reconciliations
The Town Accountant currently prepares the monthly bank statement
reconciliations Because she also maintains the general ledger, this
results in an inadequate segregation of duties.
We recommend that, at a minimum, another Town employee or official
periodically review the reconciliations prepared by the Accountant and
formally sign off that the review was performed. This will provide
additional assurance of the accuracy of the reconciliations and general
ledger balances
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TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Notes to Financial Statements
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The accounting policies of the Town of Hollis as reflected in the
accompanying financial statements for the year ended December 31
,
1994 conform to generally accepted accounting principles for local
government units, except as indicated hereinafter.
The Town of Hollis, New Hampshire (the Town), for financial reporting
purposes, includes all funds and account groups relevant to its
operations. The combined financial statements, presented herein, do not
include agencies which are not controlled by the Town
The more significant accounting policies of the Town are summarized
below:
(A) Fund Accounting
For reporting purposes, the financial activities of the Tov^n are
accounted for through the use of several funds and a long-term
debt group of accounts Each fund is a separate accounting entity
with self-balancing accounts. The following types of funds and
account groups are used by the Town:
Governmental Funds
The General Fund is used to account for all financial activities of
the Town, except those reguired to be accounted for in another
fund. Most revenues and expenditures of a general governmental
nature are accounted for in this fund.
Capital Projects Funds are used to account for financial resources
to be used for the acguisition, construction or Improvement of major
capital facilities. Such resources are derived principally from




Trust Funds are used to account for assets held by the Town in a
trustee capacity. These include expendable trust funds, and non-
expendable trust funds. Expendable trust funds allow for both the
principal and earnings to be spent for particular purposes, whereas
non-expendable trust funds allow only the earnings to be spent.
















Genera! Long-Term Debt Group of Accounts - to account for the
unmatured principal on long-term general obligation indebtedness.
(B) Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis of accounting is used for property taxes and the
Town's nonexpendable trust funds. The modified accrual method
of accounting is used for all other govennmental fund types and
expendable trust funds. Under the modified accrual method,
revenues are recorded v^rhen susceptible to accrual (i.e.,
measurable and available to finance the Tovm's operations) and
expenditures, other than interest on long-term debt, are recorded
when the liability is incurred.
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(C) Fixed Assets
Property, plant and equipment acquired or constructed for general
government services are recorded as expenditures in the fund
incurring the expenditure. Generally accepted accounting
principles require that such assets be accounted for in a "general




The Town's budget is originally prepared by the Selectmen's
Administrative Assistant with the cooperation of the various
department heads. It is then submitted to the Budget Committee,
in accordance with the Municipal Budget Law. After reviewing the
budget, the Committee holds a public hearing for discussion
The final version of the budget is then submitted for approval at the
annual Tov^ meeting. After the budget is approved at the Town
meeting, it is compiled on the statement of appropriation and sent
to the State in order to establish the property tax rate.
The Selectmen cannot increase the total of the approved budget,
however, they have the power to reclassify its components when
necessary.
(E) Assets, Liabilities and Fund Eguity
Cash Investments
Cash investments consist primarily of money market accounts and
other short-term liquid investments.
Marketable Securities
Investments in marketable securities are carried at cost At
December 31, 1994, the market value of these investments
approximated $558,047.
Vouchers Payable
Vouchers payable consists of all unpaid bills at December 31
,
1994. These were all paid in January, 1995.
38-
Due to School District
The total school district assessments for the period July 1 , 1994
through June 30, 1995 were $8,397,631. The school districts are
paid in monthly installments. As of December 31 , 1994, a total of
$4,574,075 was paid, leaving a balance of $3,823,556 to be paid
through June 30, 1995.
Fund Equity Reserved for Continuing Appropriations
This account represents the unexpended appropriations for
specific expenses. (See detail at footnote 2 (C)).
Fund Equity Reserved for Endovwnents
This represents the principal of the nonexpendable trust fund
investments. The balance cannot be spent for any purpose,
however, it may be invested and the earnings transferred to other
funds to be spent.
(F) Revenues, Expenditures and Transfers
Property Taxes
Property Tax Calendar
The following is a summary of the property tax calendar used for
the 1 994 property tax levy;
May, 1994:
First half tax bills are mailed to taxpayers equal to one-haif
of the prior year tax.
June, 1994:
First half tax bills are due.
October, 1994:
The tax rate for the tax year Aphl 1 , 1 993 through March 31
,
1994 was determined by the New Hampshire Department of
Revenue. After the rate was set, the warrant was prepared
and the bills were sent to the taxpayers.
December, 1994:
Tax payments were due. All delinquent accounts after this
date were charged 12% interest.
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February, 1995;
Notices were sent to all taxpayers with delinquent accounts.
April, 1995:
Date of tax lien procedure The Town purchases all the
delinquent accounts by paying the delinquent balance,
recording costs and accrued interest The accounts that are
liened by the Town will be reclassified from property taxes
receivable to unredeemed tax liens receivable. After this
date, delinquent accounts will be charged interest at a rate
of 18%.
Property Tax Revenue Recognition
Property tax revenue equals the total actual tax commitment less
abatements and refunds of property taxes for the period of January
1, 1994 through December 31, 1994 This method of recognition is
contrary to generally accepted accounting principles v^^ich
requires property tax revenue be recognized on the modified
accrual basis of accounting Town officials believe that the
application of the modified accrual basis of accounting would give
a misleading impression of the Town's ability to meet its current
and future obligations.
Taxes Collected for Others
The Tovi^ collects property taxes for the Mollis School Distnct and
the County of Hillsborough. Payments to the other taxing units are
normally made throughout the year. The ultimate responsibility for
the collection of taxes rests with the Town.
An analysis of the 1994 property tax levy is presented below:
Amount Tax
Levied Rate
Tovm of Mollis $ 1,906,896 $ 4.07
Mollis School District 8,312,847 17.77
Millsborough County 982.422 2.10
Total S 11 202 165 $21M
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Vacation, Sick Leave and Other Compensated Absences
Town employees are entitled to 6 days personal leave W\ih pay. At
the end of each year, unused personal days are redeemed
according to a set schedule. Employees earn vacation as they
provide services. At the end of each year, the unused earned
vacation time lapses.
The cost of vacation and sick leave benefits is accounted for as an
operating expenditure when paid. At December 31 , 1 994 there
were approximately 20 employees covered by the above
provisions.
Interfund Transactions
The accompanying financial statements reflect numerous
transactions between the vahous funds. These transactions
represent operating transfers and do not constitute revenues nor
expenditures of the funds.
(G) Total Columns on Combined Statements
Total columns on the combined statements are captioned
"Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are presented only to
facilitate financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present
financial position, results of operations or changes in financial
position in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Such data is also not comparable to a consolidation.
Interfund eliminations have not been made in the aggregation of
this data.
(H) Statement of Cash Flows
No statement of cash flows has been presented since the only
activity was an operating loss of $15,610.
Detail Notes on All Funds and Account Groups
(A) Assets
Collateraiization of Cash Balances
The carrying amount of the Town's deposits with financial
institutions was $4,887,024 and the bank balance was $5,151,450.
The bank balance is categorized as follows:
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Amount collateralized or
insured by the FDIC and FSLIC $ 292,343
Amount coliateralzed with securities
held by the pledging institution
in the Town's name 4,563,006
Uncollateralized 296.101
Total Bank Balance $ 5.151 450
Investments
The Trust Fund investments are categorized as either (1 ) insured
or registered or for which the securities are held by the government
or its agent in the government's name, (2) uninsured and
unregistered for which the securities are held by the broker's or
dealer's trust department or agent in the government's name or (3)
uninsured and unregistered for which the securities are held by the
broker or dealer, or by its trust department or agent but not in the
government's name.
Category Carrying Market
1_ 2-3. Value Value
US. Government
Secunties $ - $105,798 $ - $105,798 $106,494
Stocks - 56,160 - 56,160 99,086
Bonds - 223,534 - 223,534 203,922
Mutual funds - 144.058 - 144.058 148.545
Total $_^ $ 529 550 $_^ $ 529 550 $ 558.047
Taxes receivable
Taxes receivable consists of the following classifications:
Property taxes:





1990 and prior 10,151
Land use change 37,865
Yield tax 3,148
Allowance for abatements (. 70,000)




All full-time employees of the Town are covered under the State of
New Hampshire Retirement System. Contributions are deducted at
rates according to employment category.
The Town's contribution for normal costs of the plan is based upon
an actuarial valuation of the entire State. Since the actuarial
valuation is performed on the entire State plan, the amount, if any,
of the excess of vested benefits over pension fund assets for the
Tovwn of Mollis is not available. The Town does not have a liability
for past service costs. The Town's expense for the year for the
State plan was $28,581 . Additional pension disclosures, required
by generally accepted accounting principles, were not available for
presentation.
General Obligation Bond Payable
The Town has an outstanding bond payable issued in June 1987.
The bond is payable over twenty years with the interest rate
varying (5.40% to 8.25%). The pnncipal payment will be $25,000
per year for the subsequent thirteen years.
Balance December 31 , 1 993 $ 355,000
Maturing principal payment ( 30.000 )
Balance December 31 , 1 994 $ 325 OOP
Mortgage Payable
In April 1994, the Town purchased a tract of land paying $60,000
at the closing and $390,000 to be financed with the sellers, with
$60,000 payable each of the next six years and $30,000 payable
the seventh year. The mortgage bears interest on the unpaid
balance and is collateralized by the property.
(C) Fund Eouity
Reserved for continuing appropriations
The following is a summary of general fund appropriations and
reserves to be carried forward to 1 995:
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Planning - printing $ 1,000
DPW - road repairs 6,886
Parks & playgrounds - build
Cassidy Hill Road 25,000
Parks playgrounds - Town
Forest 2,000
Capital outlay - Town Hall
renovations 21,524
Contingency - Town Hall
renovations 7,643
Total $ 64 053
(D) Budget Basis of Accounting
The budget appearing on page 5 of the financial statements
consists of the balances from the approved statement of
appropriations.
The actual revenues and expenditures were adjusted to reflect the
same basis of accounting as the budget. The following is a
summary of adjustments made to the actual revenues and
expenditures:
Revenues and Expenditures and
Other Sources Other Uses
As reported on page 4 of the
accompanying financial
statements $13,077,719 $12,816,563
To record use of fund balances 300.000
To remove land purchase ( 390,000) ( 390,000)
To book prior year
appropriation carryforwards - ( 42,070)
To book current year
appropriation carryforwards - 64,053
As reported on page 5 of the
accompanying financial
statements $ 12 987 719 $1? 448 546
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(E) Judgment Payable
In February of 1 993, the Town received a decision from
Hillsborough County Supehcr Court on an ongoing case.
However, settlement discussions are continuing with the Tov^^'s
insurance company and the plaintiffs, and the Tov^ intends to
appeal if a satisfactory settlement cannot be reached. The
judgment amount is estimated to be between $250,000 and
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The balance of cash and cash equivalents for the Town of HoUis General Fund as
of December 31, 1995 was $4,460,600. The Town had ample idle cash during the year
which was invested in overnight and other short-term liquid instruments The investments
resulted in interest income of $151,000, compared to $85,200 earned in 1994 More
favorable investment decisions along with higher investment yields resulted in higher
earnings over the prior year
During 1995, the Town purchased from the Tax Collector $352,100. in delinquent
taxes and accruals, up $33,300 from $318,800 in 1994 At December 31, 1995, the
amount of unpaid taxes was $733,500, $218,300. and 84,100, for 1995, 1994 and 1993,
respectively, for total delinquent taxes of $1,035,900 The delinquent amounts decreased
during 1995 by $32,100 when compared to $1,068,000 on December 31, 1994
David R. Heath, Treasurer
1 February. 1996
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
ANNUAL MATURITIES OF
OUTSTANDING BONDS
Police Station Bonds (Issued 1987)
Issue Pnce - $535,000
Y««rof Maturity YMtrof MMrtun^
Maturity Amount Itoturity Aaiottitt
1996 $ 25,000 2002 $ 25.000
1997 25,000 2003 25.000
1998 25,000 2004 25.000
1999 25.000 2005 25000
2000 25.000 2006 25000
2001 25.000 2007 25.000





DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
Concord, NH 03302-1122






Less: Shared Revenues 11,327
Add: Overlay 302,082
War Service Credits 42,100
Net Town Appropriation 1,882,926
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort 1 ,882,926
Municipal Tax Rate 3.92
- School Portion -
Due to Local School 4,297,605
Due to Regional School 4,279,091
Less: Shared Revenues 90,404
Net School Appropriation 8,486,292
Special Adjustment
Approved School(s) Tax Effort 8,486,292
School(s) Tax Rate 17.67
- County Portion -
Due to County 1,041,239
Less: Shared Revenues 5,129
Net County Appropriation 1,036,1 10
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort 1 ,036, 1 10
County Tax Rate 2.16
Combined Tax Rate 23.75
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1 1,405,328
- Commitment Analysis -
Total Property Taxes Assessed 11,405,328
Less: War Service Credits (42,100)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 11,363,228
- Proof of Rate -
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
480,224,330 23.75 11,405,328
- 1996 Bond Requirement -
Treasurer: 175,000 Tax Collector: 156,000
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TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
For Year Ending December 31, 1995 (Unaudited)
Unexpended Over-
TITLE Budget Expenditures Balance Drafts
General Government
Town Office Expenses $238,646 $209,065 $29,581
Tax Collector Expenses 31,570 28,053 3.517
Town Clerk Expenses 24,665 24.235 430
Planning and Zoning 91,734 85,901 5.833
Legal Council 50,000 49,485 515
Cemeteries 19,801 16.152 3.649






General Govt. Total $43,525 $7,081
Public Safety
Police Dept. 440,220 475.935 35.715
Communications 152,213 159.771 7.558
Radio Maint Contract 12,950 12,948 2
Fire Dept. 148,236 141,223 7,013





18.753Public Safety Total 43.273
Highways, Streets & Bridges
Road Rebuilding 490,419 444,011 46,408




49,820Hwy. Streets & Bndges Total 719.443 1,044
Sanitation




















18,836General Assistance Total 7.686
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TOWN OF MOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures






















































Grand Total $3,278,003 $3,153,039 $187,514 $62,550
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TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures




















































Building & Septic Inspectors
Total Permits
















































JANUARY 1,1995 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1995
Dog Licenses
Received for:
1153 1995 Licenses $8,105.00
Total $8,105.00
10 Dog Fines @ $25.00 $ 250.00
Total 8,355.00
Paid to David Heath, Treasurer $8,355.00
Automobile Registrations
Received for 7,547 Automobile Permits - Total $775.823.00
Paid to David Heath, Treasurer $775,823.00
Miscellaneous Collections
Received for 4 Election Filing Fees (S) $ 1 .00 $ 4.00
Received for 41 Marriage Licenses for State @$38.00 $1 ,558.00
Received for 38 DC-MC-BC for State @ $6.00 = $228.00
Received for 70 DC-MC-BC for State @ $3.00 = $210.00 $ 438.00
Received for Boat Permits $2,076.98
Received for 6 Bounced Checks @ $10.00 $ 60.00
Received for Municipal Moneys $5,449.00
Total $9,585.98
Paid to David Heath, Treasurer $9,585.98
Other Revenues Collected
Received for Titles, Marriage Licenses, Death Certificates,
Marriage Certificates, Birth Certificates, UCC and
Dredge and FiU Permits. $6.038.88
Total $6,038.88




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSfflRE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION




The following is a notice showing the amounts of State Highway Block
Grant Aid tJiat may be available to your town in 1996. The January and
April payments are set amounts and should not change. The April payment
is adjusted to reflect the actual State gas tax revenues and motor vehicle
fees collected in fiscal year 1995. The July and October payments are
based on estimated revenues and could possibly change.
State Highway Block Grant Aid available to HOLLIS during calendar
year 1996 is estimated as follows:
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT AID
Chapter 235 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended, provides
Block Grant Aid payments for the maintenance, construction, and recon-
struction of Class IV and V Highways.
January 1996 Payment: $ 24,229.09
April 1996 Payment: 28,443.17
July 1996 Payment: 36, 11 1 .96
October 1996 Payment: 36, 1 1 1 .96
Total: $124,896.18
If there are any questions concerning the State Aid Programs, please
contact this office.
If your town is interested in raising funds for construction or recon-
struction of Class I, II, and IE Highways, matching State funds on a limit-
ed basis may be available. For further information please contact my
office.
Sincerely,
Robert T. Barry, Administrator
Bureau of Municipal Highways
Bureau of Municipal Highways
John O. Morton Building - Room 111
Telephone: (603) 27 1 -2 1 07
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MOLLIS FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1995
This has been a very busy year for the fire department. We have
responded to 316 calls for assistance this year. That is 95 more calls than
in 1994. As you glance through our call list for this year and compare it
to last year, you will see that we responded to more calls in most cate-
gories.
The three that stand out are false alarms, motor vehicle accidents, and
illegal bums. With a little effort on everyone's part we should be able to
bring these numbers back down.
Have your alarm system checked annually. False alarms cost you
money, and remember after the fourth there is a fine and you will be
billed for the call.
Motor vehicle accidents are a real concern, but by driving more defen-
sively we should be able to bring down our response in this area, also.
Illegal bums (outside fires) are another costly response and is
absolutely unnecessary. The Town of Mollis goes by the State of NH out-
side buming rules and regulations. These are, briefly, no buming between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. unless raining or there is snow on the ground. You
must have a burning permit for all outside fires. These permits may be
picked up at the Communication Center in the police station. For further
information, you may contact any fireman.
We were lucky during the dry spell this summer in that we didn't have
any big brush or woods fires. The ones we did have were kept fairly
small with a minimum of damage. This was due directly to early detec-
tion and fire department quick response.
The equipment maintenance, vehicle maintenance, and payroll sec-
tions of our budget was up this year due directly to more calls.
The fire inspector has been kept busy with a lot of new constmction in
town, as well as his regular routine inspections.
I would like to thank all of you that donated to our Fireman's
Association this year. Your donations were directly responsible for the
purchase of a new defibrillator unit for the ambulance, as well as other
items for the department.













Carbon Monoxide Alarm 7
Check an Odor 2
Chimney Fire , 7
Electrical Fire 3
False Report of a Fire 5
Fire Alarm (False) 90
Fuel Spill 3
Gas Grill Fire 2
Hazardous Materials Investigation 1
Illegal Bum 15









Smoke Check (Brush) 19
Smoke in Building 8
Storm Coverage 2




Wood Stove Problem 1
TOTAL CALLS 1994: 316
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HOLLIS FIRE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE SQUAD REPORT - 1995
This is the first full year of service for our new ambulance. We have
had a busy year and this unit has made our service much more efficient.
Along with the new ambulance we also replaced our cardiac defibril-
lator. This replacement was made possible by your donations to the
Firemen's Association, who in turn purchased the unit for us.
We are fortunate to have several more townspeople join our ambu-
lance squad. Two of these have completed their EMT training and two
have completed their First Responder course. In addition, three members
are now starting their EMT training.
We would like to extend an invitation to anyone interested in becom-
ing a volunteer to contact either Kurt Steinbrueck or Lt. Kevin Reilly at
the Mollis fire station.
I would like to thank the dedicated volunteers of our ambulance squad
for all their time and effort. This is what makes an excellent service 24





















TOTAL AMBULANCE CALLS: 224
TOTAL PATIENTS TRANSPORTED: 159
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REPORT OFTOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1995, our three (3) leading causes of fires were
Children, Non-Permit fires not properly extinguished and Smoking
Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law and the other burning
laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines
of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire sup-
pression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire
Officials, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a per-
mit is required. This also helps to prevent unnecessary response to a con-
trolled bum.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires
Number of Fires for
Cost Share Payment 465
Acres Burned 437
Suppression cost $147,000+
Lookout Tower Reported Fires 555
Visitors to Towers 26,165












Local Community 12 Suppression Cost $2694.00
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a
50/50 basis. The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile
patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid the quick response from the local fire departments.






MOLLIS TOWN FOREST REPORT
1995
The summer was exlremcly dry, which was hard on the trees, and raised
some concern of forest fires.
Howard Parkhurst conducted some improvement cutting along the
Dunklee Pond Road. He cut 3,665 board feet of pine and oak logs and 6.5
cords of firewood.
A timber sale was conducted between the Gould Road and the Sage
Meadow Road. Bingham Lumber was the high bidder for the timber sale,
which consisted of 71,655 board feet of pine and 38 cords of firewood.
This was a shelterwood harvest to create openings for regeneration by
removing mature and poorer quality trees.
Boundary lines were surveyed and comers set along the Braasch subdi-
vision off of Baxter Lane. This work was done by Cuocco & Cormier of
Nashua.
One case of unintentional timber trespass by an abutter was resolved
with the Town being reimbursed for the trees that were cut.
1995 Income
Howard Parkhurst:
3.665 mbf Pine and Oak logs @ $90/mbf $ 329.85
6.5 cords of firewood @ $10/cd $ 65.00
Bingham Lumber:
71.655 mbf White Pine logs @ $132/mbf $ 9,458.46
38 cords of firewood @ $7/cord $ 266.00
Timber Trespass on Dunklee Lot:
6 mbf Pine logs @ % 120/mbf $ 720.00
Total Income: $10,839.31
1995 Expenses









According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, United States Department
of Justice, "micro" police departments (agencies with 10 or fewer officers)
compromise 53% of the United States law enforcement agencies, and 79%
have fewer than 25 officers. Obviously, small agencies, like ours here in
Mollis, form the backbone of American law enforcement.
And, regardless of the size of the agency, there is a common thread of
responsibility - each must provide the most efficient, cost-effective, fair
and objective service possible to the citizens of their jurisdictions. From
the largest departments to the smallest, police departments must constant-
ly strive to achieve the same level of professional services.
However, it has long been known by professional police organizations
that the media, and the public, have held long-standing negative stereo-
types and prejudices against rural and small-town police agencies (ex.: The
Barney Fyfe image of an untrained, unprofessional cop). Interestingly, the
latest trend in the city and urban departments is to undertake community
poHcing, a concept which can be best defined as the effort to bring the
police closer to the people, and the neighborhoods that they serve. This is
the same approach that small-town police have always found to be the
most successful, and used continuously, from the very beginning of orga-
nized police departments.
We who police in small towns like HoUis know the many advantages
that we have over the city constabulary. For instance, it is not unprofes-
sional or above us to have to remove a horse or a cow from the middle of
the road ... in a small town that is a routine duty. It is also routine for us
to know most of our citizens by face, if not by name, and for them to know
us in the same way.
As you peruse the summary of our department's activity, presented in a
yearly comparison for a five year period, you will note a vast array of calls,
from the very simple to the very serious. In a small-town department, we
do it all, from the horse in the road to domestic violence, to the sexual
assault, and even to a kidnapping.
Our constant challenge is to be responsive to the needs of this commu-
nity, and to you who pay our salaries. We, your police department, want to
be a part of what makes HoUis so special to all of us— a small town, where




SUMMARY OF POLICE ACTIVITY
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Requests for Service 4.299 3.932 3.556 3,720 4,091
Response to Alarms 559 342 532 491 619
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Without Injury 144 158 111 134 142
With Injury 17 21 7 25 26
With Fatality 1 1
Burglaries 37 21 20 23 18
Thefts 91 157 91 114 71
Rape/Sexual Assault 4 8 1 5 1
Narcotics Investigation 91 83 73 68 64
Assaults 9 11 8 19 6
Domestic Violence 90 86 50 37 58
Runaways/Missing Persons 22 35 29 21 24
Miscellaneous
Police Service 1,306






DWI 40 49 19 59 48
Pos session/Juvenile 86 80 70 87 89
Transportation/Juvenile 35 36 31 77 56
Protective Custody/Juvenile 39 57 52 63 127
Arrests
Felonies 58 60 41 49 50
Misdemeanors 187 182 199 246 222
Violations 843 944 576 901 861
Juveniles 130 126 121 116 101
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
1995 was a year of extremes weather-wise and certainly presented a
challenge to any one working outside, running from drought to rains to lots
of snow to mostly ice.
Some of the projects we worked on this year were:
Dow Road— We accomplished a drainage and intersection upgrade at
the intersection of Dow Road and Twiss Lane. We also installed under-
ground drainage, reshaped the shoulders and resurfaced Dow Road from
Jewett Lane to the Massachusetts state line.
Wheeler Road — From Pierce Lane to Farley Road, we "reclaimed"
the existing road for 8000 feet (reclamation is a process of pulverizing the
existing material into small particles, then regrading the road, using these
same particles and then resurfacing the area with hot asphalt, installing a
base coat of 2" and a top coat of 1"). At Sucker Brook, we installed a 60"
culvert and installed guard rails. Clean-up will be done in the spring of
1996, as well as proceeding from Pierce Lane to Cameron Drive or the Fire
Pond at #52 Wheeler Road, if possible. In 1997, we hope to do the finish
work as well as applying a top coat of asphalt.
Town Hall— We assisted with the exterior renovation by removing the
old ramp, excavating the foundation area, backfilling the foundation and
installing the loam for the new landscaping. We transplanted one of the Jeff
Smith Dogwoods across the street onto the common, and continue to mon-
itor its well-being. The other one was dying and was removed. We also
installed granite curving, and graded the sidewalk area for the contractor to
pour the concrete. The Hollis Garden Club paid for the landscaping in front
of the entire Town Hall and supervised the operation.
Cassidy Hill — This portion of Mooar Hill Road was completed with
grading, seeding and mulching, as weU as installation of gates at the cul-
de-sac end and at South Merrimack Road.
We completed 68 miles of roadside mowing this year with the assis-
tance of a contractor. While this number is down from previous years, the
mulching mower allows him to reach up and over so a cleaner job is
accomplished, as well as grinding everything up so that no mess is left.
However, it is more time consuming.
Landfill — The town of Hollis was pleased to receive a $1500 grant
from the State of New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
to be used to improve the used oil collection center. The Souhegan
Regional Landfill District, in which we are members, did quite well for a
3-4 month period of time with the recycled materials. Prices rose to
$100.00+ per ton for corrugated cardboard, $80.00 per ton for mixed paper,
and $60,00 per ton for newspaper. In the fall of 1995, the prices dropped.
However, we see a rise in the future. The prices should stabilize as the mills
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change methods to accept more recycled products. District-wide, we have
a 20% recycling rate, excluding metals, tires, anti-freeze, oil batteries and
composting of yard waste. The district has voted to join the New
Hampshire Resource and Recycling Association to improve our markets
and prices for recycled materials.
This year 587 work orders were filled. The number is down from 718
last year. Any problems must be reported to us at 465-2246 so that we can
schedule responses depending on their importance and availability of staff.
If we do not know a problem exists, it is difficult to do anything about it.
Please remember to leave your name and daytime telephone number, as
well as the location of the problem when calling our office.
My deepest thanks to the residents of Hollis, town employees, contrac-
tors and volunteers for their assistance and cooperation in 1995.
Arthur G. Leblanc
Director
Department of Public Works
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COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
Communications Center employees began 1995 with numerous unan-
swered questions about how enhanced 911, scheduled to go on line July 5,
would effect their duties. Employees spent these months in preparation,
with some on data entry and some physically out on our streets with State
Personnel mapping and planning. Although it appeared that the State was
doing an excellent job in planning and implementation, our people were
concerned about the effects of a person outside of our jurisdiction handling
our emergency calls. As we moved closer to the starting date, things start-
ed to chck and we began to have a better understanding of why it was so
important to map areas in detail and straighten out a few of the confusing
streets. The system is designed to work in conjunction with our own local
personnel, in that the E-911 dispatcher answers the call, and immediately
ties into our center with a phone call. From this point on, a three way com-
munication exists. Our function at this point, is to assign the appropriate
personnel to the problem, as well as interacting with person calling, if the
need exists. E-911 dispatchers are trained with all of the latest technology,
including Emergency Medical Dispatch, which allows the dispatchers to
give medical advice over the phone while emergency crews are enroute.
This new technology was welcomed with open arms, because it was virtu-
ally impossible for our people to attempt to give advice and dispatch crews
at the same time. The E-911 dispatchers are able to concentrate on the
caller, without having to worry about anything else. On July 5, as sched-
uled, the system came to life and has proven itself to be an effective tool
in our mission to provide residents with up-to-date, professional emer-
gency response.
In March of 1995, the Town lost a good friend and longtime
Communications Center Director Lynwood Lund. Lynwood, or "Lynnie"
as he was known to us, dedicated a good portion of his life to the Town and
its Emergency services. Lynnie served not only with the Communications
Center, but with the Fire, Police, Ambulance and Civil Defense
Departments as well, and is sadly missed by all.
I would like to thank the residents and the Departments that we serve





The Hollis Building Department issued a total of Five Hundred Eighty
Eight (588) permits for the year 1995. Of these. Sixty (60) permits were
issued for New Single Family Homes (SFR).
The residential construction activity has stabilized during this past year.
The month of December had a higher than normal snow fall as compared
to 1994, along with a slow June and July contributing to a decline in the
number of Single Family Home starts.
This year saw an increase in commercial activity. A 2,000sf addition to
Diamond Casting Machine and the new Hollis Line Machine facility has
increased the town's business community. Another project was the com-
plete renovation and restoration of the 12 Silver Lake Road property with-
in the Historic District. The design allowed the Historic preservation of the
original farm house while permitting a business to successfully thrive in
the historic center.
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY FOR 1995
RESIDENTIAL 1995 1994 1993 1992
SFR 60 70 59 57
Foundation 16 10 9 6
Additions 21 17 24 18
Renovations 16 7 30 18
Bams 4 6 10 4
Garages 4 4 9 11
Porches 10 8 8 14
Decks 18 11 17 22
Repair 4 5 2 5
Demolition 1 2 3 2
Roof 1
Sheds/Storage 23 13 12 11
Mobile Home 2 1 1 2
Swimming Pool inground 6 6 6 7
above 5 2 3 4
Chimney 5 2 3 . 2
Woodstove 2 1 2 4
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SEPARATE PERMITS 1995 1994 1993 1992
Electrical 135 145 130 107
Mechanical 93 119 87 67
Plumbing 84 102 84 74
Permit Applications 12 19 12 4
Accessory Dwelling Units 3 2 5
Temporary Quarters 1 2
Certificate of Occupancy 1 3 1
TOWN OF HOLLIS
Town Property 3 1 2 1
School District 1 3 1 2
COMMERCIAL
Business/Office (NEW) 3
Tenant Fit-up 1 7 2 6
Retail Store 2 2
Storage/Accessory Structure' 3 1 1 1
Additions 3 1 5 1
Renovations/Remodel 8 6 3 3
Signs 7 7 7 7
Electrical 15 22 13 13
Mechanical 11 12 3 3
Plumbing 8 10 3 3
TOTAL PERMITS 588 626 559 486
Monthly Distribution of Single Family Residence (SFR) permits:
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
1995 426563375 13 42
1994 1 459 11 10 677 1 27
1993 535854537473






The Animal Control Department saw a decrease in the number of com-
plaints handled in 1995. The full-time Animal Control position was
reduced to a part-time "on-call" basis, which meant that the Animal
Control Officer was not always available. Thus, the duty Police Officer had
to handle the complaints. The townspeople have to be patient with the
response time, because many instances will arise when the cruiser is tied
up and cannot give the animal call immediate attention. This procedure
will continue into 1996.
The number of dogs and cats adopted out this year drastically dropped.
We were able to find homes for 7 dogs and 3 cats this year.
Luckily, we did not experience any raccoon or rabid animal problems
this year. There were two human exposure bites by cats, however rabies
tests proved negative.
Keep up the good work on containing and controlling your dogs and




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1995
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $850,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 100,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 661,890.00
Furniture and Equipment 268,603.00
Police Department, Land and Buildings 600,000.00
Equipment 65,000.00
Fire Department, Land and Buildings 400,000.00
Personal Property 10,000.00
Highway Department, Land and Buildings 160,000.00
Personal Property 15,000.00
Always Ready Engine Company
Building 50,400.00
Personal Property 100.00
Nichols Field Shelter Building 38,000.00
Salt Shed Building 10,000.00
Dog Shelter Building 8,500.00
Nartoff Road/nint Pond Building 53,000.00
Parks, Commons, Playgrounds,
other town lands, 365 acres 3,599,000.00
Hollis Schools, Lands, Buildings
Equipment, 20 acres 3,983,100.00
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative,
17 acres 2,828,300.00
Town Forest, 456 acres 738,600.00
Hildreth and Birch, L/0 Fire Department 10,000.00
Conservation Commission Land,
275 acres 1,467,235.00
All Other Property and Equipment:
Civil Defense Equipment 4,000.00
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PLANNING BOARD
1995 saw some significant changes in the way the Hollis Planning
Board conducted its affairs. The Board of Selectmen appointed an addi-
tional alternate member, Tom Merritt, which brought the planning board to
seven regular members and four alternates. The addition of a very well
qualified circuit rider in the appointment of Ben Frost from Nashua
Regional Planning Commission pre-empted the desire to hire our own full
time planner. Ben's expertise and legal background, combined with his low
key approach to a crisis, has helped bring calm to a board that might
otherwise have responded with anxiety. Under the leadership of Chairman
Jim Belanger and Ben, the board has undertaken tasks which might other-
wise have never been completed.
Members of the Planning Board have been appointed to serve on other
town committees such as the Conservation Commission, Historic District
Commission, Long Range Planning Committee, Transportation Advisory
board and Aquifer Study Committee. Each meeting begins with a staff
update to bring all members up-to-date with what has been happening in
the planning cycles of the town since the last meeting. Each member vol-
unteer to other boards and committees also presents a report as to what
happened at that body's last meeting.
In the introduction of plans, the planning staff makes the initial presen-
tation and informs the board if the plans are ready for consideration. The
staff then reviews the plans in detail and points out the pros and cons to the
board. The applicant then may speak to the issues raised and answer ques-
tions form the board. The board's seating has been arranged so that mem-
bers are never seated at the same place. Members are actively solicited for
their questions and input instead of waiting for them to get the chairman's
attention. This provides for regular and active participation of everyone on
the board.
The increased efficiency of our meeting procedure has allowed the plan-
ning board to do some real interactive planning for the future of our com-
munity. Public hearings have been held to inform the public of the pro-
posed changes to our regulations and ordinances, with very promising
results. Some examples of our planning efforts outside the requisite site
plan and subdivision review include:
• A meeting with the Brookline Planning Board to discuss a possible site
for a new co-op high school and to examine future road corridors to serve
the two towns.
• Proposed amendments to the boundaries of various zoning districts.
For example, the proposed adjustment of the Water Supply Conservation
Zone provides a more accurate overlay of the underlying aquifer, which
this zone is designed to protect.
• A complete technical rewrite of the zoning ordinance.
• A meeting with Robert Baldwin of QROE Companies to discuss cre-
ative alternatives for development which allows for preservation of large
parcels of agricultural land.
James Belanger, Chairman
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The following is a list of approved projects for 1995:
Month Name Project # of lots
February McKenna 25 lot HOSPD
Farley Rd.
25












Red Mill Assoc. Subdivision
Wright Rd.
5
U.S. Cellular Site Plan
Hayden Rd.
N/A
May White Birch Subdivision
Plain and Mill Rd.
7






Buttonwood Farm Lot Line Reloc.
Love Lane
N/A
Diamond Castings Site Plan
Proctor Hill Rd.
N/A
Mendelssohn Assoc. Subdiv./Fire Pond
Mendelssohn Dr.
N/A
July Hill/Coomes Lot Line Reloc.
Wright Rd.
N/A
August Nissen Estate Lot Line Reloc.
Silver Lake Rd.
N/A
Hildreth Trust Lot Line Reloc.
Federal Hill Rd.
N/A
October Spence Site Plan
Broad St.
N/A






December Picard Lot Line Reloc.
Broad St.
N/A
West Cong. Site Plan N/A
Jehovah's Witness Broad St.
Tully Jewett Ln. 3
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HOME HEALTH & HOSPICE CARE
HOLLIS SERVICES
1. Home Care Program - These are the Visiting Nurses, Physical,
Speech and Occupational Therapists and Home Health Aides that care
for those recovering from illnesses and hospitalization. Hollis Town
FUnds are used to pay for medically-necessary services for those who
have no insurance and cannot afford to pay. Usually these are families
who work and earn just enough to disqualify themselves from state
aid.
2. Hospice Program - Provides Nurses, Social Workers, Home Health
Aides, Spiritual Care and volunteers to patients who are dying and
their families. The focus is to enable patients to stay i their homes al
long as possible. When cure is not possible, pain control and support-
ive care are the goal. Town funds support this program for those in
Hollis who have no way to pay.
3. Child Care Program - This includes child health maintenance, immu-
nizations, nutritional counsehng and dental care for low-income Hollis
children. Most of these children, who are at of below the poverty level,
have no other source of care. We regularly find children 3-4 years old
who have received no medical care or immunization because of finan-
cial constraints. This program is partially funded (30%) by the State.
The rest must come from Town and United Way funds.
4. Dental Program - This program, designed to provide free dental
exams, fluoride treatments and x-rays for low-income children aged 3-
6, was shut down by the state in July of 1990 due to budget cuts. We
are working hard to continue this vital service to our children through
our own fund raising. United Way and Town Funds.
5. Homemaking Program - This is a service for Hollis' low-income
elderly and disabled residents. It is designed to give clients enough
homemaking help and support with shopping and meal preparation to
enable them to stay independent in their own homes and out of an
institution. It is also partially fimded through the State (60%), but
Town Funds, United Way and clients themselves are needed to keep
the program alive.
6. Grief Support Groups - These are programs for all ages, from
preschoolers to adults, to help them cope with the death of a loved one
or family member.
7. Neighbor-to-Neighbor Clinic - A primary care clinic for low-income
uninsured residents, held once a week in Nashua, staffed by volunteer
physicians, nurses, technicians, and clerical helpers.
HHHC also provides free or minimal-cost clinics for adults. Blood pres-
sure, sugar testing and flu shots are some of the services provided. We




The Hollis Conservation Commission exists to conserve the natural her-
itage and rural character of Hollis, with special emphasis on agricultural
and forest resources, aquifers, waterways, and greenways. This report of
our 1995 activities includes:
• Conservation of natural resources
• Continuing stewardship
• Outreach and events
• Membership
• Conservation of Natural Resources
Natural Resource Evaluations. We created a form that we new use to
evaluate all natural resources. Our goal is to obtain a consistent evaluation
method as well as a complete record of the resources we have evaluated.
The Conservation Commission Account. Last year, we earmarked some
of our funds for special purposes: $10,000 for easement enforcement and
monitoring, and $10,000 for the potential restoration of FUnt Pond. The
balance of the account, about $125,000, is targeted for resource and ease-
ment purchases. We plan to set aside $10,000 from our 1996 appropriation
for the Rint Pond restoration.
Land and Conservation Easement Purchases. We did not complete any
land or conservation easement purchases in 1995. However, we continue
to work with several landowners on potential acquisitions.
• Continuing Stewardship
Rint Brook Project. We continued to upgrade our 10-year management
plan with the help of volunteer George Travers. Following the plan, we
harvested about 20 acres of timber and realigned some of the trail next to
the area we cut.
Property Identification and Management. George Travers has been
working on a master book of all our properties, obtaining copies of the
deeds, checking and marking the boundaries, and collecting other neces-
sary information. We need this information in order to fully monitor and
protect the property and easements we have obtained over the years.
Rint Pond Citizen's Advisory Committee. A member of the commission
is on this committee, which is overseeing the federal and state study of
Rint Pond as a potential recreational resource. Phase One of this project
continues, with many funding delays at the state and federal level. The
Phase 1 completion report was due in the fall of 1994, and now is over a
year behind schedule.
Water Supply Protection Task Force. With the selectmens' endorsement,
we started up a group of local citizens. The goal of the group is to discov-
er ways of further protecting the two local aquifers that are most critical to
Hollis water supplies: the Beaver Brook aquifer, which issued currently by
the Hollis schools, and the Rint Brook aquifer, which is the town's premier
source of drinking water in the future. Sarah Thome, from the Society for
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the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, is the group's leader. The
group's focus is on nonrcgulatory ways to protect undeveloped land over
the aquifers through landowner gifts, conservation easements, or outright
land purchases.
Wetlands Board Applications. We investigated three Wetlands Board
Applications (commonly known as dredge and fill permits) to ensure that
these projects did not negatively impact local wetlands.
Planning Board Representative. The selectmen appointed Carl Hills of
the Planning Board to attend our meetings. Carl's input will increase the
effectiveness of the commission and board on issues we share.
• Outreach and Events
High School Alternative Education Program. We have a volunteer
intern from Hollis Area High School this year: Kaydin Panagoulias.
Kaydin is working for the commission and for Beaver Brook Association.
Long Range Planning Committee. Two members meet regularly with
the LRPC and provide the commission's point of view on planning issues.
This year, we contributed to the buildout analysis that the LRPC is
completing with the Nashua Regional Planning Commission.
• Membership
Changes. The selectmen appointed Tom Dufresne a full commission
member.
Training and Development. In November, we sent a member to the
annual meeting of the New Hampshire Association of Conservation
commissions (NHACC) in Concord, NH.
Officers. The officers of the commission were elected in June. They are:
Craig Birch, chairman; Vaughan Pitman, treasurer; and Peter Baker,
secretary.
The commission thanks its supporters and the volunteer individuals and









Bill Hall, Jr., alternate
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CEMETERY COMMISSION 1995 ANNUAL REPORT
The Cemetery Commission continues to meet the third Thursday of
every month at Town Hall. The cemetery maps and records are kept at
Town Hall, and available for reference to the public. Our Cemetery Clerk,
Brenda Morse is responsible for any inquires pertaining to them.
The summer of 1995; because of the dry weather conditions, was a chal-
lenge for the Commission and the DPW. The goal of the Commission is to
continue keeping the cemeteries in good condition, updating the records
for the cemeteries that have not been completed and work to meet the
needs of the community. Otu- thanks go out to Arthur LeBlanc and the
DPW crew in their continuing efforts to maintain and up-grade the ceme-
teries.
We realize the problems with vandalism. In the past, we have experi-
enced vandalism around Halloween. The day before Thanksgiving - Pine
Hill Cemetery was hit hard by vandals with approximately two thousand
dollars worth of damage done. We continue to work closely with the Hollis
Police Department in an effort to stop this unnecessary waste.








Citizen's use of the Hollis Social Library continued to grow in 1995 as
we provided traditional library lending services, offered a series of inter-
esting children's and adult programs, and introduced electronic informa-
tion sources, including the Internet.
Our staple service is providing books for loan. Circulation increased in
all categories - adult fiction and non-fiction, mysteries, juvenile fiction and
non-fiction, children's picture books. We also loan video tapes and audios
(books-on-tape). Our local collections are augmented by inter-library loan
from other libraries, and by participation in the Hillstown Cooperative, a
group libraries which share a rotating collection of audio and video tapes.
We continued a robust series of programs with an adult book discussion
series, children's story hours each week, and a dynamic summer children's
reading program.
The library took two important steps this year to enter the burgeoning
information super highway - estabhshing a Home Page and providing a
public-access Internet station. In May, we became the first public library in
the state to establish a Home Page on the World Wide Web. The Library's
Home Page is located at
http://www.jlc.net/^hsl
The page is available to anyone with Internet access and provides a vari-
ety of information about Hollis' library including:
• Hours, holidays, phone numbers
• Services available
• Books, videos, and audios recently added to the
collection
• Book recommendations
• Periodicals, audios and videos available
• Upcoming Children's Programming and Book
Discussions
• Objets d'art and exhibits in the library
• History of the library
Initiated with the help of the HollisNet Committee, with server space
donated by the Hollis Brookline Journal, the Home Page offers a good
place to stop by and see what's new at your library (it is updated
monthly).
In the Spring, the Friends of the Library donated a multi-media com-
puter which has been established as a reference workstation, providing
public Internet access and use of a set of popular reference CD-ROMs.
Additionally, the library is continuing steps towards automating library
circulation and catalog services. With the collection bar-coded, we are con-
structing a database of holdings including full citations. The completion of
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this process is a prerequisite for establishing an automated circulation and
public-access catalog system, which is a goal for the library.
The library continues to benefit from a variety of donations, both of
time and money, without which our ability to function would be greatly
reduced. Among the major sources are:
• Friends of the Mollis Library. Provides funding for books and
programs, sponsors museum passes for public use, and pro-
vided the Reference Computer cited above. Membership is
open to anyone with an interest in the library (contact
Sheila Roper).
• Volunteer Corps. A group of volunteers augments our paid
staff with an excess of 1200 hours of donated time shelving
books, processing new acquisitions, staffing the circulation
desk, and constructing the materials database. If you have a
few hours a month to offer, please let one of the library staff
members know.
• Goulder Grant. A generous grant by Claire and Morton
Goulder provides additional books and audio-visual
materials for the library.
We were especially pleased to accept the donation of a beautiful aerial
photograph of the library by Leslie O'Shaughnessy in memory of her
father, Bob Rimbach. It is proudly displayed in the new addition.
During this year we bid adieu to a staff member, Claire Kelly, and wel-
comed a new staff member, Joyce Sullivan. Joyce joins Library Assistants
Betty Fyfe and Nanci Mitchell, Children's Librarian Sibyl Cushman, and
Library Director Janet Sherwood. This dedicated staff ably serve library
patrons and provide a varied and interesting library program to the com-
munity. Their dedication, ingenuity and fine work are greatly appreciated.
The Board of Trustees of the HolUs Social Library, listed below, are
eager to hear your suggestions, comments, and compliments about library











Circulation 1991 1993 1995
Adult Fiction 10,817 10,766 11,851
Adult Nonfiction 4,202 4,535 6,851
Periodicals 3,003 1,752 1,702
Juvenile Fiction 13,030 17,155 18,363
Juvenile Nonfiction 2,568 2,658 3,761
Audios 520 1,028
Videos 491 1,215
Totals 34,132 37,877 44,106
Cardholders 2,740 3,200 3,816
Acquisitions 900 900 842
Withdrawals 343 298 56
Interlibrary loan
Borrowed 374 385 471
Loaned 106 187 271








Town Allocation $92,722.75 Wages, taxes &
Includes 1994 4th qtr allocation staff costs $65,710.74
Includes 1994 4th qtr allocation
Trust Fund/Zylonis 738.88 Library materials 23,370.27
Fines 3,570.35 Zylonis trans to sav. 1,184.48
Gifts 2,115.85 UtUities 7,485.70
Transf. from Trust Funds 4,906.60 Libr. fum. & supp. 5,699.53
Transf. from Expan. Fund 3,074.19 Building & Grounds 809.08
Sale & replace, of books 826.96 Comp. & Auto. 355.60
Miscellaneous 360.95 Programs 200.87
Interest 226.77 Miscellaneous 1,124.06
Totals $108,543.30 $105,940.33





Balance 1/1/95 corrected $2,885.58
Receipts




Transfers to checking materials,
(supplementary staff costs. Automation
programs. Whiting Fund Pass through)
Balance 12/31/95
























The Historic District Commission has acted upon several applications
for approval on signs, constructions and reconstructions within the
Historic District. In all its decisions, the Historic District Commission has
upheld the goals of the Hollis Master Plan, the adopted changes in the
Historic District Ordinance and the Commission's charter to preserve the
Town of Hollis' historic resources, rural character and quality of life.
The first master sign plan was completed at the Four Comers property
at 2 Main Street. The purpose of the master plan is to allow addtional sig-
nage for those clusters of businesses and/or buildings, agricultural enter-
prises, and land conservation areas where adherence to the standard pro-
visions of this ordinance could result in a clutter of signs and detract
from the aesthetic appearance of the environment. The intent of the mas-
ter sign plan is to promote a uniform and aesthetic presentation that is
designed to provide information to the general public through its design
and coordination of elements.






Gerald Walsh, Planning Board Rep
Tom Hildreth, Selectman
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1995 TOWN REPORT
The Zoning Board is sometimes praised, sometimes criticized, howev-
er; we continue to perform our principal role - reviewing applications for
zoning variances and use permits and hearing appeals form the decisions
made by administrative officials - all without much fanfare. To a large
extent, the success or failure of zoning administration rests on the proper
exercise of judgement by members of the board of adjustment and the job
is not an easy one!
Certain steps must be carried out to satisfy legal requirements for
hearings and making decisions. Other steps may be required by the board
to facilitate its business, but only those based on sound reasons should be
added to the legal requirements. Administrative difficulties result from
attempts to cover every possible action with a standardized procedure.
Any situation that is brought before the zoning board of adjustment
goes through five steps: application, notification, public hearing, state-
ment of reasons, and decision. Each case is treated uniformly in every
case the zoning board handles.
In 1995 the following cases were decided by the Hollis ZBA:
Total Applications Granted Denied
VARIANCES
Setback Wavers Iffl II II





ADU Iin III I
Non-conforming Uses Ilin IIII I
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS II II
Re-mand from Court II II
Modification of an
Appeal/Special Exception I I
Cases tabled for more information I I
GRAND TOTALS 20 12 8
The performance of every organization is the result of the interactions
and contributions of each individual member. This interaction forms a col-
lective personality or character. This is especially true of a board, such as
the ZBA, where the major work product is simply an opinion. At the end
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of this recent calendar year, our board lost one member, whose departure
signifies a major alteration in the Board's personality. Bill Pasko's enthu-
siasm, diligence, knowledge, and analytical skills were reflected in every
decision in which he participated. These talents, combined with a mischie-
vous charm and wit, made Bill's presence on the board a delight which sus-
tained us through many a laborious deliberation into late night hours (even
when his persistence was the cause of our nocturnal debates). His service
as a vice-chairman was invaluable, going significantly beyond the role of
substitute. Bill, thanks for the years of work and fun, and best of success
in your new position in Texas.
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CHARLES J. NICHOLS FUND
Financial Report 1995
The present membership on the Governing Committee of the Nichols
fund, established in 1985 and ammended May 10, 1989 consists of: Mary
Jane Merritt, Chairperson, representing the HoUis Colonial Garden Club;
Richard B. Drisko, Congregational CHurch of Mollis; Cheryl Beaudry,
Matt Kleeman , Town of Hollis Recreation Commission; Shirly Cohen,
Beaverbrook Association and Thomas Hildreth, Selectman' representative.
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance 12/31/94 $6,217.82
Receipts:
Interest Earned $177.20
Nichols Trust Payments $8,963.08
Gift - Private Donation $1,500.00
Payments:
Wards Landscaping ($12,050.03)
Bank Service Fee ($10.00)
($12,060.03)
Ending Balance 12/31/95 $4,798.08
PASSBOOK ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance 12/31/94 $40,658.70
Interest Earned $1,219.94
Ending Balance 12/31/95 $41,878.64
NICHOLS FUND TRUST ACCOUNT
Beginning Cash, 1/1/95 $8,290.66
Beginning Portfolio Balance 1/1/95 $170,600.60
(book value)
Total Beginning Fund Balance 1/1/95 $178,891.28
Reinvestment Funds 1995 $2,998.14
Ending Cash 12.31.95 $11,288.82
Ending Portfolio Balance 12/31/95 $170,600.60
(book value)
Total Ending Balance 12/31/95 $181,889.42
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Election day registration is now applicable to all town, city, and school
district elections. However, it does not apply to town and school meetings.
On February 18, 1995, the Supervisors of the checklist and the Town of
Hollis were all saddened by the death of our coworker and friend Kathryn
F. Hardy, better known to all of us as "Kit". Kit was appointed by the
selectmen to serve on the checklist in 1976 and was elected to the office in
1980 where she served until her death. We all miss her very much. Jessica
"Jan" Squires was appointed to serve in Kit's place until the town election
in 1996.






HOLLIS SENIORS ANNUAL REPORT
The Hollis Seniors meet every Thursday at 11:30am for lunch and
socializing at the fire station. Coffee is provided by a monthly committee.
Every get together is followed by card, cribbage and scrabble playing for
an enjoyable time.
On the first Thursday of the month, a nurse from Health and Hospice
comes in for free blood pressure testing.
The business meeting is held on the third Thursday of the month.
The annual summer get together was again held at Wallace's Grove with
the seniors providing all the food for a delicious buffet lunch, and a good
time was enjoyed by all.
In September, a cake and ice cream Thursday was held as a surprise for
Roy and Natalie Helsing who were visiting form Phoenix. We all enjoyed
seeing them again.
Seniors again filled many food baskets for Thanksgiving which were
donated to the Tolles Street Mission.
The Christmas Party was held at Howard Johnsons which also honored
six charter members of the Hollis Senior Citizens Association by present-
ing each one with a white rose arrangement. Gladys Cox wrote and pre-
sented an interesting story on the start of the Hollis Senior Citizens
Association.
A few of the seniors enjoyed a two day trip to New York City to see the










NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
t
This past year brought a new NRPC circuit rider to Hollis, and he quick-
ly became involved in the work of the Planning Board as well as in a num-
ber of local assistance projects: rewriting and formatting a significant por-
tion of the Hollis Zoning Ordinance; preparing a town center pedestrian
plan and an associated application for funding to upgrade and extend local
sidewalks; and, in conjunction with the Long Range Planning Committee,
a comprehensive build out analysis. Based on Hollis data available within
our geographic information system (GIS), the analysis was undertaken to
demonstrate the potential extent of current development patterns and to
model how future development might occur under different scenarios
selected by the LRPC. A corollary look at the fiscal implications of future
development was also conducted. Our GIS program also produced a digi-
tal trails map for the HOllis Trails Committee, and provided groundwater
mapping to the Water Supply Protection Task Force.
The following is a brief summary of our
other notable accomplishments of 1995:
Souhegan Watershed Management Study - Our staff prepared, and pre-
sented to planning boards and conservation commissions throughout the
valley, a comprehensive look at the land use patterns and natural resources
of the entire Souhegan River watershed. A detailed series of map overlays
including active agricultural uses, potential threats to groundwater, septic
capability and flood control sites was produced by our GIS program. This
project transcended the boundaries of our region into both southwestern
New Hampshire and Massachusetts towns. This was a fairly successful
effort to demonstrate to local officials that land use decisions made in one
community can have an effect in a neighboring, or even a distant, commu-
nity.
Planning Board Training - In addition to another evening workshop
aimed at the needs of our local planning board members but open to all
interested parties in the region - in 1995 we held a very well attended ses-
sion on reading and interpreting a site plan - we also produced our fourth
planning board training video on local sign management and made copies
available for circulation to all of our communities.
Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan - As a key element of our long
range transportation planning effort, we completed and published a region-
al plan for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The document's purpose
is to encourage non-motorized travel not just for recreational purposes but
also for commuting to work and for personal errands. The plan also rec-
ommends strategies for local compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
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Data Services - With the arrival of additional US Census information, and
in our role as a Regional Data Center for the Bureau of the Census, we
responded to a broad spectrum of information requests. In addition, we dis-
tributed copies of our revised Regional Data Profile as well as numerous
data briefs.
Regional Economic Development - NRPC continued to provide staff sup-
port to the Greater Nashua Center for Economic Development. Among its
accompUshments in 1995 was the establishment of a revolving loan fund
to assist local small businesses in obtaining much needed start up and
expansion financing and the operation of a fully sui)ported incubator facil-
ity in Nashua's Indian Head Plaza for growing new businesses.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection - In conjunction with the Solid
Waste Management District, our staff conducted another successful collec-
tion event open to all communities in the district. Of particular note, we
completed work with the NH Department of Environmental SErvices and
the City of Nashua on the establishment of the state's first permanent facil-
ity for the regular collection of household hazardous wastes to serve all of
our communities expected to be fully operational in 1996.
Traffic Count Program - With automatic counters at over 100 location,
we maintained a regional traffic count system to provide the most accurate
and current data to meet the needs of both public agencies and private busi-
nesses. Peak hour turning movement counts were also conducted at over
40 locations, trend analysis were done for all locations where multiyear
counts were available and a summary report was produced.
Commuting Alternatives - With the cooperation of the region's major
employers, we administered a survey of both management and employees
to inventory existing commuter assistance programs and to determine
interest in establishing new ones. The next step will be the creation of
transportation management areas. We published our quarterly newsletter
on transportation alternatives distributed to employers, municipalities and
institutions. Staff also began work on a computer based ride sharing and
transportation information system that will be operational in late 1996.
Infrastructure Inventory - The region's communities with sewer and/or
water service were inventoried; and their systems and service areas were
mapped. A digital overlay was created for our CIS system, and the infor-
mation can be amended and updated with ease. These data are particularly
important to prospective industries and very useful to both local planning
boards and the development community.
Merrimack River - We continued our participation in the Merrimack
River Initiative, a joint undertaking involving local, regional state repre-
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sentatives form both New Hampshire and Massachusetts as well as feder-
al agency participation in an effort to improve resource protection results
throughout the river's two state watershed. Among its projects for 1995
were a study of river flow levels, an inventory of natural resources and the
establishment of a volunteer water quality monitoring network.
I want to close by adding a note of thanks and recognition to our
Commissioners from HoUis: Selectman Eleanor Whittemor, Ann Caldwell,
Dan McManus and Phil MErcer; and by expressing my gratitude for the






TOWN MEETING MARCH 14, 1995
TOWN ELECTIONS
The meeting was called to order by Moderator James Squires at
7:(X)am for voting on the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Results: Selectmen - 3 yrs. - Eleanor Whittemore
Treasurer - 1 yr. - David R. Heath
Fire Ward - 3 yrs. - Edward A. Chamberlain
Cemetery Trustee - 1 yr. - Jeffrey L. Snow
Cemetery Trustee - 2 yrs. - Nancy L. Bell
Cemetery Trustee - 3 yrs. - Owen B. O'Neil
Budget Committee - 3 yrs. - Lorin Rydstrom & Frank
Whittemore
Library Trustee - 3 yrs. - Sumner G. Roper, Jr. & Jessica
"Jan" Squires
Trustee of the Trust Funds - 3 yrs. - F. Warren Coulter
Town Forest Committee - 3 yrs. - Stephen R. Beaulieu &
Gary E. Chamberlain
2. To conduct other business by official ballot.
Results: Proposal 1 - Subsidized Housing for Elderly - Section III.N.d.
Yes - 780 No - 196
Proposal 2 - Subsidized Housing for Elderly - Section III N.f.
Yes - 824 No - 155
Proposal 3 - Revise Section IV Residential Construction
Timing and Phasing Ordinance - add #3 under G
Yes - 756 No - 196
Proposal 4 - Adoption 1993 BOCA Bldng Code & 1994
NFPALife Safety Code 101 & Fire Prevention Code
Yes - 800 No - 167
Proposal 5 - Recodification town of Hollis Zoning Ordinance
Yes - 805 No - 149
Proposal 6 - Amend Zoning on Rt. 11 1 from Runnells Bridge
to Pepperell, MA line - properties not now zoned Mobile
Home, Trailer Park or Industrial - amended to Agriculture and
Business
Yes - 269 No - 540
Polls closed at 7:10pm. The vote was announced at 10:00pm. The
meeting was recessed until Wednesday, March 15, 1995 at 7:30pm in the
Walters Auditorium at HoUis/Brookline Cooperative High School.
Ballots Cast - 1062 Total Absentee Ballots Cast - 21
Total Number on Checklist - 4,059




TOWN MEETING MARCH 15, 1995
The meeting was reconvened at 7:35pm by Moderator James Squires in
Wallers Auditorium at Hollis/Brookline Cooperative High School. "The
National Anthem" was performed by four students and their director, Rod
Ferland, from the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative High School. Post
Commander, Robert McShea and James Belanger from the Hollis
Memorial Post of Veteran's of Foreign Wars, presented a plaque to Priscilla
Lehoullier for her unselfish devotion to the spirit of Americanism and
whose actions promote the ideals of Patriotism in our community. A
moment of silence was observed in memory of Kathryn "Kit" Hardy,
Supervisor of the Checklist, who passed away on February 18, 1995. Her
sense of humor will be sorely missed. Selectwoman Eleanor Whittemore
paid tribute to a gentleman who has given many untiring and unpaid hours
to the town of Hollis - Frederick Q. Gemmill. It was a pleasure to see this
man honored on the cover of our 1994 Annual Town Report. Kathy Pasko
thanked Mike Harris for his 9 years of service to the town School Boards.
Representative Susan Durham spoke to House Bill 141 and Senate Bill 2 -
these Bills deal with Towns being able to vote on budgets at the polls as
opposed to voting at the meetings. This is for towns and schools alike.
There will be a Charter Committee set up to decide what will be voted on
at the polls.
ARTICLE 1 - Motion by Frederick Gemmill to pass over the following:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,550,000
for the purchase of a tract of land of approximately 100 acres with frontage
on route 122, known as the Hackett property (Buttonwood Farms) and pro-
fessional service fees and any items incident to and/or necessary for said
purchase, and said sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private
funds made available therefor, and to authorize the issuance of not more
than $1,550,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon and term to maturity thereof or take any other action
relative thereto. The Selectmen and the Hollis Budget committee recom-
mend this appropriation. (A 2/3 ballot vote required.) Note: Action on this
warrant article is contingent on the results of the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School District's vote on the new high school and on the
Hollis School District's vote on the purchase of the same property.
Seconded by Rod Leavell. The suggestion was to recess this meeting after
all the Articles were discussed to not more than 60 days after the
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative meeting. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 2 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to accept reports of
Selectmen and other Town Officers and Committees. Seconded by Richard
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Walker. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 3 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to authorize the Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its previous appropriations in accordance with the procedures set
forth in RSA 36-A:5, or take any other action relative thereto. Seconded by
Richard Walker. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 4 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to authorize the board of selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town,
gifts, legacies, and devises made in trust for any public purpose, as per-
mitted by RSA 3 1 : 19 or take any other action relative thereto. Seconded by
Richard Walker. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 5 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to authorize the board of selectmen to accept gifts of personal proper-
ty which may be offered to the town for any public purpose, pursuant to
RSA 31:95-e. The selectmen must hold a public hearing before accepting
such gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the town to raise, appropriate,
or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair, or
replacement of any such personal property. This authorization will remain
in effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting, or take any
other action relative thereto. Seconded by Richard Walker. Carried. Card
Vote.
ARTICLE 6 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to delegate to the selectmen the authority to accept dedicated streets.
The selectmen may only accept a street which was first approved by the
planning board as part of a subdivision plat or site plan or street plat. Also,
the street must have been "dedicated" by the landowner, meaning the
landowner has indicated some intent to have the town take over the road.
The selectmen must also hold a public hearing on the proposed acceptance
before voting or take any other action relative thereto. Seconded by
Richard Walker. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 7 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town, under
RSA 289:6, will vote to have a 5 member board of cemetery trustees, or
take any other action relative thereto. Seconded by Richard Walker.
Presentation by Jeffrey Snow on the subject of five members versus three
members. The Cemetery Committee will not have control of their Trust
Funds, they will remain with the Trustee of the Trust Funds elected by the
town. According to RSA 289 - Chapter on cemetery Commission - there is
a provision for the selectmen to appoint (2) two more cemetery trustees.
One for a one year term and the second for a two year term. Subsequently
these will be three year terms subject to a ballot vote on the next election.
Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 8 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to authorize the Mollis Fire Department, pursuant to RSA 154:24, to
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go to the aid of another city, town, village or fire district within or without
the state, for the purpose of extinguishing fires, rendering other emergency
assistance or performing any details as requested, therein or take any other
action relative thereto. Seconded by Richard Walker. The Hollis Fire
Department responds to out of town and state calls now, but the vote in the
affirmative for this Article will give the Town Meeting's approval for them
to continue to do so. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 9 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to authorize the selectmen to execute any and all documents in order
to convey any tracts or portion thereof necessary to amend a conveyance
to the Town of property know as Map 34, Lot 16, which conveyance was
made by Morton E. Goulder to the Town of Holhs on December 21, 1986,
due to the fact that said conveyance unintentionally included property that
the grantor did not intend to convey and unintentionally excluded proper-
ty that the grantor did intend to convey. This authorization will permit the
selectmen to execute documents necessary to reconvey the property and
reacquire the properly intended premises in their discretion and upon terms
and conditions as they deem most appropriate, or take any other action rel-
ative thereto. Seconded by Richard Walker. Explanation: Mort gave the
town 18 acres of land located around Rocky Pond. The only problem -
some of the land that was deeded to the town did not belong to Mort, it was
someone elses. Mort had the 18 acres - it was just surveyed incorrectly. It
has been resurveyed and now the town and Mort would like to get the sit-
uation corrected. Carried. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 10 - Motion by Richard Walker to see if we shall, pursuant
to RSA 72:43-h, modify optional adjusted elderly exemptions from prop-
erty tax. The optional exemptions, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers shall be as follows: for a person 65 years of age and up to 75
years, $75,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $85,000; for a
person 80 years of age or older, $95,000. To qualify, the person must have
been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse, they
must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must
have a net income of less the $15,000 or, if married, a combined net
income of less that $20,000; and own net assets not in excess of $30,000
excluding the value of the person's residence. The Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Seconded by Eleanor
Whittemore. Motion by Steve Simons to amend ARTICLE 10 - insert to
read - own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is
owned by the spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years.
Seconded by Mario Martinello. Carried to accept the amendment. Card
Vote. There was very much concern that this was not enough to help the
senior citizens of our town. The selectmen were asked to look into higher
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exemptions for next year's meeting. Karen Marchant, Town Assessor,
noted that these amounts of deductions cannot be changed without the
Legislature changing them. There would be a $46,000 loss of revenue to
the town with the passage of this article. Article 10 was Carried as amend-
ed. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 1 1 - Motion by Edward McDuffee to hold the annual town
meeting of Hollis on the first Saturday of March in order for a larger
turnout to attend, and vote. It was requested that the meetings start at
9:00am and conduct all business pertaining to the town that are on the war-
rant. Seconded by Basil Mason. This was by petition. Basil Mason made a
motion to table this article because it was not a valid article as printed.
Seconded by Edward McDuffee. Carried to table Article 11. Card Vote.
ARTICLE 12 - Motion by Basil Mason to table Article 12. Seconded by
Edward McDuffee. Article 12 reads as follows: We, the undersigned
request the town of Hollis place on the Hollis town warrant any vote on an
article requiring appropriation of more that $50,000. By Ballot on Election
Day. (By petition). This Article was not a valid article as printed. Carried.
Card Vote. Tabled.
ARTICLE 13 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $65,000 for the proposed renova-
tion to the handicap ramp and new front entrance to the town hall, or take
any other action relative thereto. The selectmen and the budget committee
recommend this appropriation. Seconded by Richard Walker. Motion by
Herbert Gardner to Table this motion. Seconded by Basil Mason.
DEFEATED - motion to Table question. Card Vote, Motion by James
Belanger to move this question. Seconded by Mario Martinello, CARRIED
- move question. Card Vote. ARTICLE 13 - Carried. Card Vote. Card Count
-Yes- 124, No- 116
ARTICLE 14 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000 for the purpose of road
rebuilding, or take any other action relative thereto. The selectmen and the
budget committee recommend this appropriation. Seconded by Richard
Walker. Ray Vallee asked the question - Will this amount of money be
automatically be put into the budget now, without the meeting voting on it
as an Article? Answer - Yes. Carried, Card Vote,
ARTICLE 15 - Motion by Eleanor Whittemore to see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate $67,000 to purchase a new dump truck and to
authorize the withdrawal of $40,695.00 plus accumulated interest to date
of withdrawal, from the Dump Truck III Capital Reserve Fund, the balance
of $26,000 to be raised by taxation, or take any other action relative there-
to. The selectmen and the budget committee recommend this appropria-
tion. Seconded by Richard Walker. Carried. Card Vote,
ARTICLE 16 - Motion by David Golden to raise such sums of money
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as may be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same - that sum being $3,278,003. Seconded by
Richard Walker. Nothing from Article 1 is included in this Article. Articles
13, 14, and 15 are included in this total amount. $3,278,003. Carried. Card
Vote.
Motion by Ann Caldwell to recess this meeting to not more than 60 days
after the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School Meeting. Seconded by




TOWN MEETING MAY 3, 1995
The meeting was reconvened at 7:30pm by Moderator James Squires in
Walters Auditorium at the Hollis/Brookline Co-operative High School.
ARTICLE 1 - Motion by Tom Hildreth to bring back on the floor the
question of whether the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,550,000 for the purchase of a tract of land of approximately 100 acres
with frontage on Route 122, known as the Hackett property (Buttonwood
Farms) and professional service fees and any items incident to and/or nec-
essary for said purchase,and said sum to be in addition to any federal, state,
or private funds available therefor, and to authorize the issuance of not
more than $1,550,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and term to maturity thereof or take any other
action relative thereto. The Selectmen and the HoUis Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (A 2/3 ballot vote required.) Note:Action
on this warrant article is contingent on the results of the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School District's vote on the new high school and on the
Hollis School District's vote on the purchase of the same property. (This
was voted down by both meetings.) Seconded by Eleanor Whittemore.
Before the discussion on this Article began there was discussion on voting
hours. There was a motion by Frederick Q. Gemmill to hold voting for one
hour after the polls opened this evening (May 3rd) and all day tomorrow
(May 4th) from 7:00am to 7:00pm. Also, we would reconvene at 8:00pm
May 4, 1995. Seconded by Anne Caldwell. Motion for voting hours -
Carried. Hand Vote. Motion to reconsider voting procedure by Frederick
Q. Gemmill. Seconded by Anne Caldwell. This reconsideration - Carried.
Hand Vote. Presentation by Tom Hildreth on this proposal - 25 acres in
back of current high school and 85.5 acres across the road from the high
school. It would be $14,027 per acre. A deal would be made with the
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District and would be voted on at
Town Meeting, if this is approved. Amendment to the Article - Motion by
Tom Enright - This purchase is: subject to an unconditional three year
option running to the Hollis School District and the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School District to purchase all or any part of the Hackett prop-
erty at the same price as that paid by the town of Hollis, together with all
interest paid, all other costs of purchase, and all costs of owning the prop-
erty or that part ultimately purchased under the option. Seconded by Nancy
Mitchell. After much discussion - Motion by Frederick Q. Gemmill to
move the amendment. Seconded by James Belanger. Carried. Hand Vote,
AMENDMENT VOTE - DEFEATED. Hand Vote. Motion by Jim Isaak to
call question (Article). Seconded by Sheryl Wyskiel. Carried. Hand Vote.
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Polls opened at 8:45pm and closed at 9:45pm - to open again at 7:00am
(May 4) at the HoUis Fire Station on Glenice Drive. The meeting will
reconvene at 8:00pm at Walters Auditorium to hear the results on the vote




TOWN MEETING MAY 4, 1995
The meeting was reconvened at 8:00pm by appointed Moderator James
Belanger in Walters Auditorium at the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative
School for the results on ARTICLE 1 - 892 votes were cast
559 - Yes
333 - No
596 were needed to pass this
Article.
Motion by Anne Caldwell to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Tom





Date, Place of Birth,
Child's Name, Father's Name, Mother's Name
1994
September 21 Nashua, NH, Stephanie Deann Pribonic, Chester Dean
Pribonic, Debra Ann Bodner Pribonic.
September 30 Nashua, NH, Laura Elizabeth Schmidt, Michael Paul
Schmidt, Cheryl Dawson Schmidt.
1995
January 9 Nashua, NH, William John Holmes, Louis John
Holmes, Diane Gianibas Holmes.
January 10 Nashua, NH, Samuel Karl Fordin, Scott Richard
Fordin, Paula Jean Whittenberger Fordin
January 1
1
Nashua, NH, Christian Anthony Silva, William Silva,
Marie Antoinette Beaudet Silva.
January 19 Nashua, NH, William Christopher Johnson, Mark
Everett Johnson, Karen Elizabeth Stuck Johnson.
January 19 Nashua, NH, Zoe Rose Garber, Benjamin David
Garber, Laura Mary Landerman.
January 24 Nashua, NH, Keelin Rose Arsenault, Thomas Arnold
Arseneault, Mary Rose Shea Arseneault.
January 27 Nashua, NH, Patrick John Doyle, John David Doyle,
Lisa Ann Lastowka Doyle.
January 27 Nashua, NH, Kelly Louise Doyle, John David
DoyleJLisa Ann Lastowka Doyle.
January 29 Nashua, NH, Ian Amson Daly, James Francis Daly,
Erica Anna Decareau Daly.
February 1 Nashua, NH, Kellie Kathleen Messer, Timothy William
Messer, Janet Mary Doyle Messer.
February 11 Nashua, NH, Eli Samuel Groves, Keith Michael
Groves, April Ann Ratana Groves.
February 12 Nashua, NH, Hannah Jasmine Yudkin, David Jon
Yudkin, Robin Ann Peters Yudkin.
February 28 Peterborough, NH, Zakariah William Lincoln, Kyle
King Lincoln, Melissa Ann Provin Lincoln.
March 14 Nashua, NH, Charli Elizabeth Bradshaw, Charles
Allender Bradshaw, Renee Sarena Poirier Bradshaw.
March 22 Nashua, NH, Tyler James Martin, Jay Christopher
Martin, Susan Elizabeth Lingley Martin.
April 6 Nashua, NH, Nathaniel William Ashe, William Michael
Ashe, Wendy Jean Stone-Ashe.
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April 15 Nashua, NH, Caroline Virginia Miller, Michael Francis
Miller, Dorothy Ann Squarzini Miller.
April 18 Manchester, NH, David Benjamin Chem, Steven Alan
Chem, Elsa Dasilva Chem.
April 24 Nashua, NH, Daniel Patrick Allen, Paul Kevin Allen,
Gail Marie Kowalczik Allen.
May 1 Nashua, NH, Amanda Rose Balsamo, Philip Joseph
Balsamo, Denise Marie Rose Balsamo.
May 1 Nashua, NH, Ryan Michael Johnson, Michael Glenn
Johnson, Linda Susan Jones Johnson.
May 1 Nashua, NH, Andrew David Batbouta, David Andrew
Batbouta, Ellen Marie Dusseault Batbouta.
May 6 Nashua, NH Kelsey Lynn Tulley, Bryan Earl Tulley,
Kara Lynn Peterson Tulley.
May 10 Stoneham, MA, Erik Andrew Kosis Nadeau, Ronald
Adrien Nadeau, Elizabeth Ann Kosis.
May 19 Nashua, NH, Julia EUzabeth Basile, Jeffery Scott
Basile, Stephanie Ann Ponican Basile.
May 19 Nashua, NH, Patrick James Healy, James Leo Healy
III, Suzanne EUzabeth Provost Healy.
May 25 Manchester, NH, Aaron John Pepin, Michael Allen
Pepin, Joyce Ellen Mitchell Pepin.
June 5 Nashua, NH, Wesley Paul Medeiros, Paul Andrew
Medeiros, Alyce Marie Lizotte Medeiros.
June 15 Nashua, NH, Jon Jeffrey Tamposi, Jr., Jon Jeffrey
Tamposi, Mary Elizabeth Spaloss Tamposi.
June 24 Nashua, NH, Bradford James Kelley, Edward Hefferan
Kelley, Lisa Nicole Razzaboni Kelley.
June 27 Nashua, NH, Danica Nicole Melone, Robert Stephen
Melone, Setphanie Ann Perry Melone.
June 28 Nashua, NH, Brian Lee Thibodeau, Brian Lee
Thibodeau, Molly Jo Mueller Thibodeau.
July 2 Nashua, NH, Sarah Lynne Drazin, Paul Alan Drazin,
Linda Ann Gierke Drazin.
July 6 Nashua, NH, Ludwig Anders Ahgren, Anders
Lennartson Ahgren, Paloma Amat Ahgren.
July 10 Nashua, NH, Quinn Patrick Buckley, Michael Timothy
Buckley, Sarah Ann Whelton Buckley.
July 17 Nashua, NH, Chandler James Ekins, James Anthony
Ekins, Lisa Jean LeBlond Ekins.
July 19 Nashua, NH, Nathan Bradford Weisman, Terre Alan
Weisman, Margaret Ann Proko Weisman.
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July 19 Boston, MA, David Bradley Jordan, Gregory Hugh
Jordan, Deborah Mary Stephens Jordan.
August 1 Nashua, NH, Alexis Taylor Walker, Timothy Scott
Walker, Lisa Ann Clark Walker.
August 2 Nashua, NH, Hunter Mark Longland, Stephen Tyler
Longland, Wendy Eileen Hills-Longland.
August 9 Nashua, NH, Patrick Joseph Sheridan, William Patrick
Sheridan, Doreen Lynne Phillips Sheridan.
August 14 Nashua, NH, Alexis Kara Wentworth, William Oliver
Wentworth, Nancy Anne Sinclair Wentworth.
September 8 Nashua, NH, Madison Elizabeth Cutler, James Lee
Grant Cutler, Dawn Adams Cutler
September 8 Nashua, NH, Veronica Colleen Savoy, James John
Savoy, Katherine Jane Tupper Savoy
September 13 Peterborough, NH, Gabriel Charles Lewis, Charles
Frank Lewis, Nora Cristina Suarez-Lewis.
September 21 Nashua, NH, John Patteson Beckett, Robert Beckett,
Marcia Richmond Patteson Beckett.
September 21 Nashua, NH, Christopher Patteson Beckett, Robert
Beckett, Marcia Richmond Patteson Beckett.
September 23 Nashua, NH, Maxwell David Ettelson, Steven Karl
Ettelson, Michelle Marie Falcone Ettelson.
September 23 Nashua, NH Ian Michael Tomer, Jeffrey Mark Tomer,
Cynthia Marie Millen Tomer.
September 29 Nashua, NH, Emily Catherine Benz, Henry Charles
Benz, Susan Marie Kollmeyer Benz.
September 30 Nashua, NH, Alexander Francis Hagadom, James
Irvine Hagadom, Mary Theresa Tarsney Hagadom.
October 27 Nashua, NH, Ryan Leighton Lecours, George Leslie
Lecours, EUza Bilik Lecours.
October 3
1
HoHis, NH, Amanda Kathryn Blair, Wayne Alfred
Blair, Kathryn Evelyn Jensen Blair.
November 2 Nashua, NH, Madeline Rose Snow, Bradford John
Snow, Judith Ann Simons Snow.
November 7 Nashua, NH, Brittany Rose Gentilhomme, Scott Amold
Gentilhomme, Patricia Ann Mahoney Gentilhomme.
November 12 Nashua, NH, Ryan Joseph Papineau, Scott William
Papineau, Paula Ann Gosselin Papineau.
November 13 Nashua, NH, Willard Henry Wider, Jeffrey Scott Wider,
Susan Linda Puhalski Wider.
December 7 Nashua, NH, Steven Ryan Glover, William Denis
Glover, Christine Mullins Glover.
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December 12 Nashua, NH, Cara Elizabeth Quigley, James William
Quigley, Maryanne McCann Quigley.
December 13 Nashua, NH, Laura Rose Forrest, Thomas John Forrest,
Michelle Lee Duval Forrest.
December 28 Nashua, NH, John Robert Sengstaken, Jr., John Robert
Sengstaken, Sr., Margaret Ann Snow Sengstaken.
December 28 Nashua, NH, Nathaniel Peace Su-Yi Liu, Elliott Wu-
Hsun Liu, Sally Ann Leavell Liu.
December 30 Nashua, NH, Jillian Margaret Lewandowski, David






Date, Place of Death, Name of Deceased, Age,
Place of Birth, Place of Burial
1994
June 5 Cambridge, MA, Robert W. Rimbach, Sr., 70,
Quincy, MA, East Cemetery, Hollis, NH
1995
January 12 Nashua, NH, Albert J. Mattock, 75, Latrobe, PA,
St. Mary's Cemetery, Latrobe, PA
January 30 Nashua, NH, Eben F. Thompson, 78, Boston, MA,
East Cemetery, HoIIis, NH
February 16 Hollis, NH, Leo Coutu, 60, Lowell, MA, Merrimack
Cremation Service, Merrimack, NH
February 18 Nashua, NH, Kathryn Ferioli Haidy, 83, Plymouth,
MA, South Cemetery, Hollis, NH
February 24 Nashua, NH, Lillian V. Pearl Leathan, 63, Somerville,
MA, Concord Crematorium, Concord, NH
March 17 Hollis, NH, Peter A. Sedlewicz, 56, Nashua, NH, St.
Stanislaus Cemetery, Nashua, NH
March 26 Manchester, NH, Albert R. Benoit, Jr., 62, Somerville,
MA, North Cemetery, Hollis, NH
March 30 Nashua, NH, Angela R. Digrazia, 81, Lawrence, MA,
Concord Crematorium, Concord, NH
April 3 HoHis, NH, James T. Lingley, 95, Epson, England, East
Cemetery, HolUs, NH
April 5 Hollis, NH, Gilbert Bucknam, 79, Dexter, Maine,
Edgewood Cemetery, Nashua, NH
April 7 Hollis, NH, Albert L. Geddes, 66, Manchester, NH,
Granite State Crematorium, Concord, NH.
April 21 Hollis, NH, Ellen Taylor Milem, 88, Brooklyn, NY,
South Cemetery, Lyons, NY
May 24 Hollis, NH, Virginia Carr Bloomfield, 81, Boston, MA,
Concord Crematorium, Concord, NH.
May 30 Nashua, NH, Frances Tocman Sudhalter, 84, Maiden,
MA, Sharon Memorial Park, Sharon, MA
June 10 Nashua, NH, Michael Robert Gibson, 19, Boston, MA,
East Cemetery, Hollis, NH
June 20 Holhs, NH, William, J. Hardy, 47, Boston, MA, South
Cemetery, Hollis, NH
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July 16 Nashua, NH, Aaron Daniel MacNeil, 4, Nashua, NH,
Woodbrook Cemetery, Wobum, MA
August 22 Nashua, NH, Cecelia Mary Arnold Tetreault, 70,
Lowell, MA, St. Joseph's Cemetery, Chelmsford, MA
August 23 Nashua, NH, George Rodney Stoddard, Jr., 85, Nashua,
NH, Evergreen Cemetery, Nashua, NH
September 8 Hollis, NH John A. Cegalis, 53, Hartford, CT, Linwood
Crematory, Haverhill, MA
October10 Goffstown, NH, Ruth Colby Stackpole Paro, 92,
Nashua, NH, Concord Crematorium, Concord, NH
November 4 Nashua, NH, Lois Ida Brown, 88, Hollis, NH, East
Cemetery, Hollis, NH
November 6 Hollis, NH, Steven Francis Enright, 39, Atlanta, GA,
Meadowview Cemetery, Amherst, NH
December 6 Nashua, NH, Mabel Fuller Kanterovich, 75, Pepperell,
MA, East Cemetery, Hollis, NH
December 12 Unity, NH, William Vernon Videan, 86, Canada, East
Cemetery, HoUis, NH
December 16 Nashua, NH, Mabel E. Noonan Leclerc, 80, Lawrence,
MA, Concord Crematorium, Concord, NH
December 18 Nashua, NH, Wilfred Jean Lisee, 88, Providence, Rl,





Date, Place of Marriage, Names of Groom and Bride,
by Whom Married
1994
September 13 Nashua, NH, Todd B. Glover, Danielle Desiree Dionne,
Paul Tolve, R.C. Priest.
1995
January 21 Hollis, NH, Philip Joseph Kowalski, Susan Kathryn
McCartney, John Terry, Pastor.
February 18 Hollis, NH, Edward Randell Parmer, Bemadette Teresa
Garcia, Alan Archambault, Justice of the Peace.
February 27 Bretton Woods, NH, Lars-Eric Ivarson, Joanne
Katherine Zammer, Jennifer Frizzell, Justice of the
Peace.
March 4 Hollis, NH, Kenneth Russell Seaburg III, Anne Marie
Callahan Smith, James Belanger, Justice of the Peace
April 1 Nashua, NH, Michael George Cerato, Karen Leslie
Morse, Stephen Edington, Minister.
April 22 Hudson, NH, Lionel I. Lavoie, Jr., Tammy Ann
Homoleski Canney, Geraldine Dickerman, Justice of
the Peace
April 29 Nashua, NH, Robert Clark Mooney, Susan Stella
Sedlewicz, Roger Lamoureux, Priest.
April 29 Manchester, NH, William Francis Boyd, Mary Cecelia
Gartner, Robert Gorski, Priest.
May 13 Hollis, NH, Robert Steven Lord, Christine Kelly
Morton, John Terry, Pastor.
May 14 Hollis, NH, Curtis Dean Thielbar, Charlotte Anna
Heitman Krahn, James Belanger, Justice of the Peace
May 20 Nashua, NH, Mark David Madore, Toby Ann
Bellinghieri, Albion Bulger, R.C. Priest.
May 27 Hollis, NH, Scott Geoffrey Pigott, Lisa Marie
Calandriello, Richard Smith, Justice of the Peace
May 27 Holhs, NH John Albert Young, Pamela Judith Shattuck
Bodnar, Stanley Morton, Sr., Justice of the Peace.
June 2 Nashua, NH, Suman Man Singh Adhikari, Kelley Lynn
Thomas, William Thomas, Justice of the Peace.
June 10 Laconia, NH Philip Webster, Mercer, Abigail Brennan
Stanton Gill, JamesChaloner, Minister.
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June 11 Hollis, NH, Mark Stuart Donoghue, Denise Ann
Christensen, Stanley Morton, Sr., Justice of the Peace.
June 15 Hollis, NH, Michael Francais Laizer, Sherry Lee Hatch,
James Belanger, Justice of the Peace.
June 17 Hollis, NH, Edward Joseph Keams, Beth Jane
Anderson, Joan Grant, Associate Pastor.
June 24 Hollis, NH, Francis Warren Middlemiss, Elizabeth
Alida Anderson, David Hubbard, Justice of the Peace.
July 1 Hollis, NH, Louis John Scarano, Anne Baird Squires,
Joan Grant, Associate Pastor.
July 8 Hudson, NH, Richard Allan Chamberlain, Lee-Anne
Shackleford, James Belanger, Justice of the Peace.
July 22 Manchester, NH, Neil Scott Tozier, April Dawn Toy,
Cheryl Garbos, Justice of the Peace.
July 29 Hollis, NH, Arthur Wilfred Gauthier, Roseann Quinn
Dowling, Stanley Morton, Sr., Justice of the Peace.
July 30 HolUs, NH, Timothy Grover, Christine Leslie Parks,
James Belanger, Justice of the Peace.
August 5 Hillsboro, NH, Brian Robert Allison, Cheryl Lee
Norris, Joyce McCaffery, Justice of the Peace.
August 5 Bedford, NH, David Richard Young, Amy Lyn Crisp,
C.J. Goggin, R.C. Priest.
August 19 Hollis, NH, Mortimer Washburn Cummings, Jr.,
Christina Marie Morrill, James Belanger, Justice of the
Peace.
August 26 Hollis, NH, Earl Kenneth Haight, Linda Susan Bamett,
Ronald Dumais, Justice of the Peace.
August 27 Wilmot, NH, Royd Thomas Deyo, Susan Louise King,
James Meyers, Justice of the Peace.
September 2 Hollis, NH, Julio Cesar Camargo, Martha Margarita
Garcia, Alan Archambault, Justice of the Peace.
September 6 Nashua, NH, Marc Robert Chabot, Pearl Marie Pinault,
Paul Berube, Pastor.
September 9 Lyndeborough, NH, Richard Allan Bird, Suzannah
Ashworth Beebe, Vera Wingate, Minister.
September 16 Merrimack, NH, David Edward Francoeur, Karin
Michelle Marois, Allen Tomlinson, Reverend.
September 16 Hollis, NH, Peter Angelo Lasalla, Jodi Darice Cormier,
James Addonizio, Justice of the Peace.
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September 23 Nashua, NH, Michael John Destafano, Debra Susan
Kennedy, T. Joseph McDonough, Rev. Msgr.
September 23 Hollis, NH, Kurt Herbert Steinbrueck, Michelle
Lavigne, Linda Gray, Reverend.
September 23 Amherst, NH, Timothy Andrew McGettigan, Christine
Therese Naleway, Diane Durgin, Minister.
September 23 Hudson, NH, Derek Mark Bema, Laurie Ann Solomon
McMurchy, Natalie Manor, Justice of the Peace.
September 24 HoIIis, NH, Stephen Paul Ondus, Deborah Cecelia
Cleveland Huntley, Karen Conley, Justice of the Peace.
September 30 Nashua, NH, Timothy Mason Hoermer, Jennifer Jeanne
Wild, Edmund Hilston, Deacon.
October 7 Hollis, NH Kevin Lewis Coughlin, Tara Cronin,
Stanley Morton, Sr., Justice of the Peace.
October 7 Rindge, NH, Perry Dickau, Emily Tirrell, Earl
Werdelin, Pastor.
October 21 Nashua, NH, Michael John Goclowski, Lisa Jean
McManus, Arthur Brennan, Justice of the Peace.
November 4 Pelham, NH, Nathaniel Richard Koch, Lori Jo Cheney,
Edward Richard, Reverend.
Decemb er 3 Hollis, NH, Ralph Edward Murdock, Sherri Dawn
Long, John Terry, Pastor.
December 4 Nashua, NH, Joseph William France Mann, Lisa Marie
Peloquin, Kenneth Churbuck, Justice of the Peace.
December 29 Manchester, NH, Ernest Michael Marino, Linda Mary
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HOLLIS SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hollis in the County of
Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIHED TO MEET AT THE WALTERS AUDITORI-
UM, HOLLIS/BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL IN THE TOWN OF HOLLIS ON
MONDAY, THE ELEVENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1996, AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN
THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1
.
To see if the school district will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$25,000 from the interest earned from the Upper Elementary School bond issue
for the purchase of library materials for the Upper Elementary School. The
school board and budget committee recommend this appropriation.
2. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed $73,700 to fund the renovations of the former Lassins House for the
purpose of establishing the School Administrative Unit #41 Office. The school
board and budget committee recommend this appropriation.
3. To see if the school district will vote to approve the salaries of the school dis-
trict officers as foUows: Moderator $0, School district Clerk $0, Treasurer
$240, four School Board Members at $300 each and the School Board Chair
$350. The School board and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
4. To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate
to fund the increase in cost items relative to professional staff salaries and
fringe benefits for the 1996-97 school year which resulted from good faith
negotiations with the professional staff, and which represents the negotiated
increase over last year's salaries and fringe benefits.
5. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $18,977 to fund the
increase in cost items relative to support staff salaries and fringe benefits for
the 1996-97 school year which resulted from good faith negotiations with the
support staff and which represents the negotiated increase over last year's
salaries and fringe benefits. The school board and budget committee recom-
mend this appropriation.
6. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $5,054,134 for the sup-
port of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for employees, and for
the payment of the statutory obligations of the district. The school board and
budget committee reconunendations are reflected on the posted budget.
7. To transact any other business which may legally come before said meeting.
















The State of New Hampshire
PoUs Open at 7:00 AM - Will Not Close Before 7:00 PM
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hollis qualified to vote in
District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIHED TO MEET AT THE FIRE STATION IN SAID
DISTRICT ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH, 1996, AT SEVEN




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three years.















MINUTES - MOLLIS SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MONDAY. MARCH 13.1995
Dr. James Squires called the meeting to order at 7:42 p.m.
Dr. Squires introduced third grader Jessica Tomer who sang
the National Anthem, and her teacher Mrs. Sylvia Eggleston
who accompanied Jessica on the piano.
Dr. Squires next addressed the issue of rules of conduct
expected to be adhered to during the meeting, especially
stressing the rule pertaining to civility toward each other.
He also explained that under RSA - 40 (motion to restrict
reconsideration) once this motion is passed, the warrant
cannot be reconsidered during this meeting.
Dr. Squires next introduced Dr. David Golden, chairman of
the Budget Committee. Dr. Golden announced that this year
the Budget Committee and the School Board have come to
agreement on this year's budget. Dr. Golden explained that
the School Board was asked to keep the increase of the
budget, including salaries, to no more than a 3% . Dr. Golden
indicated that the total tax impact would be about 3.8%,
but that that would not be finalized until October. He also
said that because the Warrants were posted before the
public hearing there was an increase in the budget. At the
public hearing there was a strong sentiment that the
School Board and Budget Committee add an extra fifth
grade. Because of this the price In Article 6 was raised ,
so that the number to be voted on will be $4,478,784.
Other small changes due to miscalculations would appear,
but these for the most part were scaled downward.
Bill Pasko explained the tax impact, explaining that the
numbers were not exactly precise, but very close. He said
that the total appropriation dollars include all the warrant
articles except the one to purchase the Hackett land
because it was assumed that the High School would pass
and those costs are provided for in the co-op line. There
SD-6-
was also a downward change in the figure for rental of the
Junior High from $53,219 to $37,000.
Chuck Rozwat gave a summary of the non-financial changes
at the Elementary School such as the AIMS program which
focuses on math and science, the learning center, multi-
age classes and the results of the N.H. assessment program
which will this year include 6th grade. The goals are to
excel nationwide in the CAT tests and assessments.
Mr. Rozwat recognized individual teachers for special
achievements this year - Mark lllingworth (5th grade) for
being chosen to deliver a paper on math concepts, Cheryl
Paradis (4th grade) for being chosen to deliver a paper on
the Christa McAuliff technology seminar and Linda Harris
who was chosen to participate in a training seminar
enabling her to train other teachers in various areas of
expertise. Mr. Rozwat recognized HEP for providing student
and parent enrichment programs and for its' fund raising
efforts, and he pointed out that Hollis Elementary School
has received the Blue Ribbon Achievement Award for
Volunteerism. He acknowledged the major contributions in
technology made by the Imagineer's group.
Mr. Rozwat introduced Mr. Nick Hardy, principal, and Mrs.
Nichols, vice principal and praised Damon Russel's efforts
in holding the SAL) together. Mr. Rozwat then outlined the
School Board's goals.
Dr. Squires introduced Article 1.
1 . To see if the school district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,550,000 for the purchase of land
and professional service fees and any items incident to
and/or necessary for said purchase, and said sum to be in
addition to any federal, state, or private funds made
available therefore, and to authorize the issuance of not
more than $1,550,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter
33) and to authorize the school board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon. The Hollis School Board and the Hollis
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Chuck Rozwat moved to table Article 1 due to the
uncertainty of the High School. Mr. Harris seconded the
motion. Mr. Pasko asked for clarification as to when the
Article would be returned to. Mr. Rozwat said that it was
his intention to adjourn the meeting before the Article can
be addressed again. Dr. Squires said that the Article would
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be addressed again on Wednesday (March 15) at the town
meeting unless a special meeting was called for.
Dr. Squires called for a card vote on Mr. Rozwat's motion,
the motion passed. Article 1 was tabled.
Nancy Riley made a motion to accept Article 2. Mr. Harris
seconded the motion.
Article 2 reads To see if the school district will vote to
approve the salaries of the school district officers as
follows: Moderator $0, School District Clerk $0, Treasurer
$240, four School Board Members at $600 each and the
School Board Chair $700.
There was no discussion on Article 2, a card vote was held,
Article 2 passed.
Mike Harris addressed Article 3, motioning to "see if the
school district will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
$82,513 to fund the increase in cost items relative to
professional staff salaries and fringe benefits for the
1995-1996 school year which resulted from good faith
negotiations with the professional staff, and which
represents the negotiated increase over last year's
salaries and fringe benefits." Cliff Conneighton seconded
the motion.
Dave Golden said that the Budget Committee supported the
Article. The Article was voted on by card, and was passed
as read.
Kathv Pasko addressed Article 4, motioning "to see if the
school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $25,030 to fund the increase in cost items relative to
support staff salaries and fringe benefits for the 1995 -
1996 fiscal year which resulted from good faith
negotiations with the support staff, and which represents
the negotiated increase over last year's salaries and fringe
benefits." Mike Harris seconded the motion.
Dr. Golden said that the Budget Committee supported
Article 4.
Dr. Squires asked if there was any discussion on Article 4.
There was no discussion, a card vote was held, and Article
4 was passed as read.
Cliff Conneiahton addressed Article 5, motioning "to see if
the district will vote to establish a position of
"Technology Support Coordinator" at 60% of full time and
raise and appropriate a sum of $23,105 which represents
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the budgeted amount for salary and fringe benefits and to
raise and appropriate a sum of $8,820 for the purchase of 6
computers and printers for the Readiness/First grade
students. " Mike Harris seconded the motion.
Dave Golden said that this motion would add about $13.5
dollars to the tax rate and that the Budget Committee
supported the motion.
Dr. Squires opened the floor to discussion on Article 5.
Ray Valle made a motion to amend the Article to
"appropriate an amount not to exceed $5,000 to begin to
introduce Internet access to the school."
Mrs. Fordin seconded the motion to amend.
Cliff Conneighton mentioned that several teachers at the
school were already using the Internet.
Mr. Valle said that instead of using individual modem
systems, the school should have on« network so that all
teachers would have access to the Internet.
Mr. Belanger expressed concern that we would not be able
to get a technological support person for such a low fee.
Dr. Squires held a card vote on the amendment to the
motion, the motion was defeated.
Discussion resumed on the original motion.
Brandon Buteau said that grades 4, 5,and 6 are also in need
of updated equipment, existing ones cannot do the programs
that the teachers would like to use.
Mr. Buteau made a motion to amend the motion to" raise the
amount to $37,000 which would be sufficient to obtain
computers for Readiness/First and updated computers for
grades 4,5, and 6. The raise to the original motion would
be an increase of $28,180.
Ann Conwav seconded the motion.
Mrs. Cole asked if there was anyone on the School Board or
at the SAU who could write a grant for the funds.
Chuck Rozwat said that we usually get about $4,000 from
the Eisenhower grant.
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Cliff Conneighton said that every school would love to get
free computers from computer companies, but that the
companies are in the business of selling computers and
they can't afford to just give them to schools.
Teresa Sengstaken said that Marsha Bristow had written a
grant for $30,000 and HEP had raised $10,000.
John Anderson pointed out that the total money figure of
the Article was now up to $60,105.
Tom Digecento said that he supported the amendment
because "obsolescence is built in to the computer business'
Carolyn Arujo asked if it made sense to buy all of the
computers at one time if they would be no good after a few
years. She suggested that perhaps it would be wiser to buy
only a few new ones each year so that we would always
have some that were up to date.
Cliff Conneighton said that that would only benefit a few
students at a time.
Basil Mason said that spending was getting out of hand and
that he did not support the amendment.
Mr. Bevins said that on this rare occasion, he would have to
side with Basil Mason, he too was against the amendment.
Jim Seager asked how many computers the school
currently had.
Mr. Hardy, Elementary School Principal, said that there are
20 computers in the lab and 1 computer per classroom.
There was no more discussion on the amendment. A card
vote was taken and the amendment was defeated.
Dr. Squires then conducted a card vote on Article 5 as
written. Article 5 passed.
Dr. Squires called a brief recess to the meeting to make
sure that the figures were straight on Article 6.
Dr. Golden presented Article 6 motioning to" see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate $4,478,784 for
the support of schools, for payment of salaries and
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benefits for employees, and for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the district."
Chuck Rozwat seconded the motion.
Dr. Golden said that" in the school district this particular
motion stands separately from the other articles so the
minutes should record that the other monied articles will
be added to this to make up the total appropriation."
He then instructed that "you have the right to cut the
figure by any amount, but you can only raise it by 10% of
this article plus article 5 which comes out to $451,000. If
you make any amendments to raise it in any dollar amount,
you can recommend how the money is spent, but that
decision is ultimately up to the school board."
Chuck gave an extensive slide presentation detailing the
budget and expenditures.
Jim Kelley thanked Chuck for the excellent presentation
and asked if someone could comment on the rising cost per
student.
Chuck Rozwat said that this year we've done a good job in
holding down the rises, and explained the rises in previous
years.
Jim Seager found the information on p. SD - 1 3 confusing.
How could we have 660 students last year and only 612
this year.
Chuck - kindergarten kids are considered "half students"
because they're only there a half day.
Fred Gemmil congratulated Chuck on his presentation on the
"revenue side of the budget - it's never been done before"
Nancy McHugh expressed concern that only an additional
fifth grade teacher was being added when she felt that
according to the slides, the first grade would also require
an additional teacher next year.
Chuck Rozwat - That is not clear at this time, but should it
become necessary, there is enough money in contingency to
handle that expense.
Nancy McHugh - Do we have the physical space for another
classroom?
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Basil Mason - If the state average to educate one student
is $5,000 , why is our cost $7,000?
Bill Pasko - Because the state deducts for special
education and transportation.
John Anderson - With the overall total budget being
$4,620,946 it comes out to $7,417 per student.
Bill Pasko - $366,000 of revenue will be subtracted, we
only deal with expenditures, we don't deal with revenues.
John Anderson stated that he figured the bottom line to be
$4,300,000.
Bill Riley moved the question.
The motion was seconded.
A card vote was held to end discussion. The vote to end
discussion passed.
A card vote was held on Article 6. Article 6 passed
Kathv Pasko introduced a motion that was of her own doing,
without prior knowledge of, or approval by the other
members of the school board. The motion was as follows:
"To see if the District will direct the School Board to
lengthen the Upper Elementary School Construction Project
in order to provide space for fifth and sixth grade students
and maintain space for seventh and eighth grade students,
in order to avoid double sessions, passing any additional
expenses along to the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School
District."
"The purpose of this motion is not to provide an alternative
to the construction of new classroom space, but to address
the issue of double sessions. If the Upper Elementary
School Project goes forward, there will not be enough
classrooms to relieve the overcrowding at the Mollis
Elementary School and to extend the lease on the Junior
High School in order to provide classroom space for the
seventh and eighth grades. There are obviously other
issues to be resolved, however, I believe this suggestion is
the only way to avoid double sessions for the older
students in our town. This is a cooperative suggestion
which will mean compromises of our goals for
approximately one year in order to provide an educational
program in the best interests of ail our students."
-SD-12
Jim Seager seconded the motion.
Peter Hacker said that it's not the only way to avoid double
sessions, BUILD THE HIGH SCHOOL.
Cliff Conneighton - "This is not a board decision, it's a
Kathy Pasko suggestion. We haven't looked at it yet. I
would advise against voting for it."
Basil Mason - If we take 250 students from the elementary
school, we still have room in the Junior High building, I
support Kathy's motion.
Jim Seager - People who voted down the High School have
not come up with an alternate plan. I'm not speaking for or
against this motion, I'm asking the people who voted
against the school to come up with a plan.
Debbie Vecharelli - Fifth graders do not belong with eighth
graders, I do not support this motion.
Nancy Riley - " The first that I heard of this motion was as
it was being read. I will vote to defeat this motion."
Chuck Rozwat - I agree with Peter Hacker - let's get this
system right.
Steve Koon - We're also members of the co-op group so we
should consider the other districts as well. I support the
motion.
Tom Hildreth made a motion to amend Mrs. Pasko's motion
to "keep the building schedule of the upper elementary
school, but to encourage the board to be creative to be able
to work with the co-op board to work something out.
Dr. Squires - Mrs. Pasko has withdrawn her motion.
Marie Hills - "Where are we putting our next year's first
graders? The Elementary school has been overcrowded for
some time. Leave the plan to continue in motion."
Dave Golden - Any attempt to avoid double sessions will
cost between $500,000 and $600,000, approximately the
same as the bond issue.
SD-13 -
Teresa Sengstaken stated that when she was new in town
and her neighbors asked her to vote for a new fire station,
police station and library, she trusted her neighbors and
believed that we needed all these things and voted for
them. Where are these people now when we need
something. I urge you to vote against this motion.
Cliff Conneighton - To Tom Hildreth "What is the
replacement motion?"
Tom - To ask the Mollis School Board to Cooperate.
Jim Kelley - I agree totally with Dr. Golden STAY WITH THE
ORIGINAL PROGRAM, build the school. Our property values
will diminish.
Jim Kelley - "I move the question."
Dr. Squires held a card vote on "whether or not it is your
general feeling that we should proceed with the original
plan.
The motion passed.
Art Lyford - new business
Art made a motion " to see if the District will direct the
School Board to establish a committee which will study
and develop recommendations for the purchase of land and
construction of a school building to house grades 10
through 1 2 of both Hollis and Brookline. The building shall
be sized to be appropriate for Hollis use and be expandable
to accommodate Brookline if the Cooperative District
should continue or if they should tuition their students to
the Hollis High School.
Tom Hildreth seconded the motion.
Jim Seager applauded the last speaker for coming up with
an alternate plan.
Bill Riley - "The Hollis District has no jurisdiction, this
belongs in the Hollis/Brookline Co-op."
Tom Bevins - "Why does the motion mention tuitioning
Brookline students and not Hollis? I don't support this
motion."
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Nina Glastetter - This town is being divided again. Let's
not forget we're talking about our children. The issue is
not going to go away - there is not enough room.
Chuck Rozwat - The common thread here is "let's work
together". I take offense that it's been inferred that we
haven't worked together.
Dave Golden - This particular issue was the very first
solution that we looked at. I have the data if you want to
look at it.
Bill Riley "I move the question"
A vote to move the question was held. The motion passed.
Art Lyford's motion was voted on and was defeated.
Bill Pasko made a motion to adjourn, seconded by
everybody.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:09 pm
Respectfully submitted,
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
HOLLIS SCHOOL BOARD
July 1, 1994-June 30, 1995
REVENUE ALL FUNDS









Other Local Revenue 31,085.00










Other State & Federal 1,351.00
TOTAL STATE/FEDERAL $24,405.00
TOTAL REVENUE ALL FUNDS $4,187,503.00
TOTALAMOUNT AVAILABLE ALL FUNDS $4,268,660.00
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
TOTAL AVAILABLE ALL FUNDS $4,268,600.00
LESS GENRAL FUND EXPENDITURES 4,116,420.00
LESS OTHER FUND EXPENDITURES 1 12,472.00
FUND EQUITY JUNE 30, 1995 $39,768.00
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BALANCE SHEET

























Total Liabilities & Fund Equity
CERIIFICATE
$66,502.00
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken form the official
records and is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. The accounts
are kept in accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 71 -A of the Revised Statutes Annotated
and regulation Chapter Rev. 1 100, Financial Accounting for Local Education Agencies on







Kenneth L. DeBenedictis, Ed.D., Superintendent
The books and records of the HoUis School District have been audited by the CPA firm of
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The heart of any school is its staff. Hollis Elementary School is lucky to
have outstanding, caring, creative classroom teachers who make our school
a place where children grow and flourish. Specialists in art, music, physi-
cal education, computer education, reading, hbrary and media, guidance,
learning center, environmental science, special needs education, and health
are valued for their special talents and abilities that they share with our
children. We also have a great support staff. Our custodians, cafeteria
workers, bus drivers and educational aides help make HES run smoothly
and successfully. Finally, our outstanding secretarial staff help greet every
person that walks in the building. They pubhsh and pull together reams of
paperwork, and then help us find it when we need it!
We are happy to welcome some new staff members since our last annu-
al report: Patty Thibault, occupational therapist; Beth Cravotta, special
educator; Lynn Corsino, aide; Christine Kelley, aide, Frances McBee, ESL
tutor; Stacy Dearborn, cafeteria manager; Greg Arsenault, custodian; and
Jan Philbrick, custodian. We have also had a few "swaps" in staff: Nancy
Jones moved from Sixth Grade to Fifth Grade, Bonnie Jean Kuras moved
from a special needs position to a Sixth Grade, and Marie Bristol moved
from driving a bus to working in our cafeteria.
We bid a fond farewell to Nurse Dolly Thisde who is retiring at the end
of this year after 25 years at HolUs Elementary School. We all wish her the
very best.
Parent and Community Volunteers:
HoUis Elementary School has volunteers that enrich the lives of our stu-
dents. Again this year, we received a Blue Ribbon award for outstanding
volunteer participation. To earn this award, volunteers must work for our
school 4 times the student population, or 2,632 hours. Our actual number
of hours volunteered was 15,963! This is the equivalent of almost 11 full
time employees.
Because of our volunteers we are able to offer special activities to chil-
dren: Ski Program, Publishing Company, Drama Club, Cable Kids,
Odyssey of the Mind, and the new Science Club. Our library and cafeteria
couldn't function without volunteers. Field Day, Sixth Grade graduation,
Environmental School, the bimonthly newsletter, help with the health
office volunteers help with all of these.
Programs:
• This year staff, administration, and parents are working toward revis-
ing our language arts and technology curricula. It is significant to note that
we are evaluating our programs at both the school level and the SAU level
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at the same time,
• We have a very successful multi-age program this year with a com-
bined fifth and sixth grade classroom.
• We are evaluating many facets of our assessment process, and are
piloting new techniques throughout the year.
• By writing successful grants, we have purchased many new materials.
We have die cuts and manipulatives for our math program, a new LCD
panel and computer for classroom use and training for teachers in technol-
ogy.
Building
The HolUs Elementary School community faces a very large change.
We will be sending some grades to the Upper Elementary School this
September, and other grades will remain at the Lower Elementary School.
Staff and community members have been planning for this move for sev-
eral years, but activity is picking up as we get closer and closer to the actu-
al event. Various groups are meeting regularly to plan for everything from
the move itself to how the buses and car pool will work.
The Town of Hollis has shown wonderful support for its school system.
It is an exciting time to be in school in HoUis. Wonderful changes are right
around the comer. We all look forward to the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
Nicholas Hardy, Principal
Joey Nichol, Assistant Principal
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
The Superintendent's report reviews the 1994-95 school year. During
that time. Interim Superintendent Damon Russell was responsible for all
school activities and programs. Mr. Russell filled the position for two years
and during that time won the respect of the Hollis/Brookline community
for his interest and effort in continuing the tradition of excellence the
schools enjoy. 1 wish him well in his retirement and anticipate that he will
now have the time to pursue the many interests he has.
I assumed my position on July 31, 1995, and I am thoroughly enjoying
the responsibilities involved, I have come to know and respect the hard-
working administrators, creative teachers, supportive parents and delight-
fully engaging students. Efforts from these individuals have resulted in
some wonderfully successful opportunities for learning. Opportunities that
are observed in the classrooms I frequently visit and consistently reported
to you in school newsletters and local and area media.
We have begun a number of initiatives in curricula renewal, technology
development and space needs planning. Many individuals representing
several groups are currently involved, and some very exciting first steps
are being taken. Through continued collaboration, some dramatic impacts
on student learning should become evident.
Hollis and Brookline face some very interesting challenges in the near
and distant futiu-e. By planning now, actively engaging interested residents
and carefully mapping our future, these challenges could become the dri-
ving force creating more growth and success. I look forward to our con-
tinued work together and encourage you to join in any one of our several
efforts.
Kenneth L. DeBenedictis, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
In accordance with the mandates of Public Law 94-142 and the New
Hampshire Standards for the Education of Handicapped STudents, School
Administrative Unit (SAU) #41 continues to coordinate special education
programs and related services to meet the unique needs of educationally
coded students throughout Hollis and Brookline. This year we are coordi-
nating services for 198 students ranging from 3 to 21 years of age. This
constitutes 11.7% of the overall student body which is just below the aver-
age for public schools across the state.
The salient goal of special education is to assure all children have an
"appropriate educational experience." This means that when a student has
a significant deficit in the learning process, resulting in delayed achieve-
ment relative to their intellectual functioning and grade level, the school
system provides services to address the factors adversely impact his/her
academic performance. Special education interventions are two fold: reme-
dial services to enhance growth in the child's deficit area(s) and compen-
satory services to facilitate the student's successful engagement with their
regular classroom instruction. For example, if a student has significant dif-
ficulty learning to read, the special services personnel provide both read-
ing programs to enhance the child's reading skills as well as supportive
assistance to classroom experiences so that his/her acquisition of knowl-
edge taught in the regular classes is not prevented by their learning diffi-
culties.
Specialized instructional services take place both within the student's
regular classroom setting as well as within reduced ratio resource rooms.
The district's programs successfully address the needs of the majority of
educationally coded students each year. Only a few students present sig-
nificantly more complicated profiles necessitating alternative specialized
programs outside their school. The goal of all placements is for students to
develop the skill levels necessary to return to and successfully prosper
from he district's regular educational programs. Under the parameters of
PL 94-142, all efforts are made to appropriately service students within the
"least restrictive setting", that being regular education classes with their
peers.
The Special Education department also coordinates approximately 90
psycho-educational assessments annually. Public Law 94-142 and the NH
State Standards require the identificadon of educationally handicapped stu-
dent via formal evaluations in order to determine the presence or absence
of significant deficits and the need for special education interventions. It is
the ongoing objective of our district to address the diversity of student
learning styles within regular education instruction. We are continuing to
work on increasing the integration of special education and regular educa-
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tion curriculum and instructional strategies.
In-service training for regular education and special education staff is
focusing on: implementing inclusionary services, systematizing remedia-
tion programs and classroom modifications for specific deficit skills, stan-
dardizing evaluation and intervention procedures for students with atten-
tional/hyperactivity difficulties as well as updating practices in conjunction
with ongoing changes in special education laws and guidelines.
The special education budget reflects all expenditures for in-district
programs and instructional materials, evaluation and placement services,
related service therapies, salaries for teaching staff, out-of-district tuitions
and specialized transportation costs. Offsetting revenues are annually pur-
sued via federal grants and state funded Catastrophic Aid for student
expenses beyond three and a half times average state tuition. A prioritized
goal of the Special Education Department is to provide quality cost effec-
tive services to our districts' students.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert R. Kelly, M.A.
Director of Special Education
School Administrative Unit #41
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT
for the Year Ending June 30, 1995
Hollis/Brookline Junior High School
Robert McGettigan, Principal
Hollis/Brookline High School
Ann Neal Rodriguez, Principal
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL OFFICERS























Dr. Kenneth L. DeBenedictis Superintendent of Schools
Miss Deirdre M. Farrell Business Administrator
Mr. Robert R. Kelly Special Education Director
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HOLUS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Towns of Hollis and Brookhne
in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTMED TO MEET AT THE HAMPSHIRE HILLS
SPORTS & HTNESS CLUB, 50 EMERSON ROAD, MILFORD, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE ON TUESDAY, THE HFTH OF MARCH 1996, AT 7:00 O'CLOCK IN
THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To see if the school district wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,800,000 for the purchase of land, site development, construction and original
equipping of a new high school, including equipment and furnishings, architec-
tural fees, professional service fees and any items incident to and/or necessary for
said construction, and said sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private
funds made available therefore, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$10,800,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; fur-
thermore, to authorize the interest earned on the investment of these bond pro-
ceeds to be used for the above purpose. The Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School
Board and the Holhs/Brookline Budget Committee recommend this appropria-
tion. (A 2/3 ballot vote required).
(NOTE: IT IS THE INTENT OF THE HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERA-
TIVE SCHOOL BOARD THAT DISCUSSION ON THIS ARTICLE WILL
CONTINUE UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE VOTERS DETERMINE THEY
WISH TO VOTE. AT THAT TIME POLLS WILL STAY OPEN UNTIL
11:00 P.M. OR UNTILALL VOTERS PRESENT HAVE HAD THE
OPPORTUNITY TO VOTE ON THE BOND ISSUE. THE MEETING
WILL THEN ADJOURN UNTIL 7:00 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY AT THE
HOLLIS FIRE DEPARTMENT FOR VOTING ALL DAY THROUGH 6:00
P.M. AT 6:00 P.M., THE MODERATOR WILL DECLARE THE POLLS
CLOSED AND THE MEETING WILL RECONVENE AT 7:00 P.M. AT
THE HAMPSHIRE HILLS SPORTS & FITNESS CLUB.)
2. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,200,000 for the purchase of the Hackett land so-called, containing approxi-
mately 88 acres, said sum to be in addition to any federal, state or private funds
made available therefore, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$1,200,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. The
school board recommends this appropriation. At press time the budget committee
had not made its final recommendations. (A 2/3 ballot vote required).
3. To see if the school district wUl vote to raise and appropjriate the sum of nine
million dollars ($9,000,000) for the acquisition, whether by purchase, option,
exercise of option, exchange, lease or any combination thereof, of land, site
development, construction and original equipping of a new high school, including
equipment and furnishings, architectural fees, professional service fees and any
items incident to and/or necessary for said construction, and said sum to be in
addition to any federal, state, or private funds made available therefore, and to
authorize the issuance of not more than nine million dollars ($9,0(X),000) of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
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(RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; to authorize the inter-
est earned on the investment of these bond proceeds be apphed for the above pur-
pose. The intended site to be acquired shall be the western most portion of Land
of Beaver Brook Association on the North side of Route 130. (A 2/3 ballot vote
required). (Submitted by petition).
4. To see if the school district will vote to amend the Articles of Agreement of the
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District by deleting Article 5 as it currently
is written and substituting new Article 5 as follows:
Article 5:
The capital and operating expenses of the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative
School district, payable in each fiscal year, shall be apportioned sixty per-
cent (60%) on the average daily membership of the students in each of the
pre-existing districts in grades 7 through 12 during the preceding fiscal
year and forty percent (40%) on the most recent equalized valuation of the
pre-existing districts as calculated by the Department of Revenue
Administration. Average daily membership shall be calculated by the SAU
using the figures submitted to the State Department of Education on Form
A 3a or its equivalent. The SAU will submit these figures to the
Department of Revenue Administration separately.
To illustrate the intent of this article, the following example is provided.
The capital and operating expenses for the 1996-97 fiscal year (July 1,
1996 to June 30, 1997) will be apportioned at the time the tax rates for
each pre-existing district are set (approximately October, 1996). The aver-
age daily student membership for the 1995-1996 fiscal year (July 1, 1995
to June 30, 1996) will be used and wUl be available at the SAU office by
September 1, 1996. The data concerning all resident pupils attending else-
where will be provided by the special education department, the principals
of both the junior and senior high schools and confirmed by the
Superintendent of Schools. Equalized valuation figures for each pre-exist-
ing district wUl be the 1995 equalized valuation year calculated from data
running form Octoberl, 1994 to September 30, 1995. Equalized valuation
figures for 1995 are generally available from the Department of Revenue
Administration in May 1996. The school board recommends this article. At
press time the budget committee had not made its final recommendations.
5. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$808,560 for he first year lease of a modular junior high facility, including site
development, construction and original equipping and furnishing of a modular
junior high facility, and any items incident or necessary for said construction, said
sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private funds made available there-
fore. The school board recommends this appropriation. At press time the budget
committee had not made its final recommendations.
6. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate $95,000 for pay-
ment of the first six months interest on the approved bond issue. The school
board recommends this appropriation. At press time the budget committee had
not made its final recommendations.
7. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate $60,000 for pay-
ment of the first six months interest on the approved bond issue. The school
board recommends this appropriation. At press time the budget committee had
not made its final recommendations.
8. To see if the school district will vote to approve the salaries of the school dis-
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trict officers as follows: Moderator $0, School District Clerk $0, Treasurer $360,
six School Board Members at $450 each and the School Board Chair $600. The
school board recommends this appropriation. At press time the budget committee
had not made its final recommendations.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of $130,232 to
fund the increase in cost items relative to professional staff salaries and fringe
benefits for the 1996-97 school year which resulted from good faith negotiations
with the professional staff, and which represents the negotiated increase over last
year's salaries and fringe benefits. The school board recommends this appropria-
tion. At press time the budget committee had not made its final recommendations.
10. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$24,675 to fund the increase in cost items relative to support staff salaries and
fringe benefits for the 1996-97 fiscal year which resulted from good faith negoti-
ations with the support staff, and which represents the negotiated increase over
last year's salaries and fringe benefits. The school board recommends this appro-
priation. At press time the budget committee had not made its final recommenda-
tions.
11. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $6,613,833 for the sup-
port of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for employees, and for
the payment of the statutory obligations of the district. The school board and bud-
get committee recommendations are reflected on the posted budget.
12. To see if the school district will vote to authorize the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School Board to sell any portion of the Hackett Site and to negotiate
a fair and reasonable selling price. Tlie school board recommends this article. At
press time the budget committee had not made its final recommendations.
13. To see if the voters will vote to amend the Articles of Agreement of the
Hollis/BrookUne Cooperative School District as provided in Article 11 of the
approved Articles of Agreement:
A. Delete the words "junior and senior" so Article 1 will now read -
Article 1 : The school district of Brookline and Mollis shall combine
to form a cooperative high school district which shall be named the
HolUs/Brookline Cooperative School District.
B. No amendments to Article 2.
C. Delete the words "seven (7)" and replace with the words "nine (9)"
so Article 3 will now read:
The Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District shall be responsi-
ble for grades nine (9) through twelve (12).
D. Delete the words "and the Mollis Junior Migh School" so Article 4
will now read:
Article 4: The Mollis/Brookline Cooperative School district shall
lease the Mollis Migh School "White Building" from the Mollis
School District upon such terms and conditions as the Cooperative
School Board negotiates and determines to be in the best interest of
the Cooperative School District. The MoUis/Brookline Cooperative
School District shall acquire, at no further cost, the existing land,
building, and contents comprising that portion of the Mollis AREA
High School initially constructed in 1962, including subsequent
additions.
E. Delete the number "7" and replace it with the number "9" so Article
5 will now read:
Article 5: The capital and operating expenses of the Mollis/Brookline
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Cooperative School District, payable in each fiscal year, shall be
apportioned fifty percent (50%) on the average daily membership
(ADM) of the students in grades 9 through 12 from each pre-existing
district of the Cooperative School district during the preceding fiscal
year, as determined by the State Department of Education, and fifty
percent (50%) on the most recent equalized valuation of the pre-
existing districts, as determined by the Department of Revenue
Administration.
F. Delete the word "seven" and replace with the word "nine", also
delete the number "7" and replace it with the number "9", so Article
6 will now read:
Article 6: The State Aid to which each pre-existing district would be
entitled if it were not part of the Cooperative School District, grades
nine through twelve (9-12), shall be credited to such district's share
of the total operating budget. In the event of a construction project,
the State Building Aid which may be available to the
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District shall be applied to
reduce the capital expenditure prior to the apportionment of costs
under the provisions of Article 5.
G. No amendments to Articles 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.
H. Article 14 refers to the hiring of staff for flie 1991-92 school year
and is no longer applicable.
I. Adopted amendments will take effect July 1, 1997. (Submitted by
petition)
14. To transact any other business which may legally come before said meeting.





















The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hollis in the County of
Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIHED TO MEET AT THE HRE STATION (Hollis)
and BROOKLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Brookhne) IN SAID DISTRICT
ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH, 1996, SEVEN O'CLOCK AND TEN




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing three years (from
Hollis).
3. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing three years (from
Brookline).
4. To choose one Budget Committee member for the ensuing three years (from
Hollis).
5. To choose one Budget Committee member for the ensuing three years (from
Brookline).
























The meeting was called to order by Moderator, Joan Wheeler at 7:43 p.m Announcements were
made regarding the use of rooml5/16 and the Jane Ballard room for overflow. The Moderator then
reviewed the rules of conduct for the meeting
Kathy Pasko asked those present to join her in thanking Carol Connor for her year in sen.-ice to the
school board, finishing out the unexpired term for Barbara Burkes.
It was moved by Nina Glastetter and seconded by Mike Harris that the school district vote to raise
and appropriate the sura of $14,950,000 for the purchase of land, site development, construction and
original equipping of a new high school, including equipment and furnishings, architectural
fees, professional ser\'ice fees and any items incident to and/or necessary for said construction,
and said sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private funds made available therefore, and
to authorize the issuance of not more than $14,650,000 of bonds or notes in accordance v.Tth the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to
authorize the interest earned on the investment of these bond proceeds in the amount of 5300,000 for
the above purpose as recommended by the HoUis.'Brookiine Cooperative School Board and the
HoUis/Brookline Budget Committee,
The following incidental motion was recognized by the Moderator. It was moved by Jack
Flanagan and seconded by Mike Harris that upon completion of discussion of Article 1, voting
commence with a 'yes/no' secret ballot for a minimum of 1 hour. The meeting will then recess
until 7:00 a.m. on Wednesday at the Hollis Fire Department for voting all day through 7:00 p.m.
At 7:00 p.m.. the Moderator will declare the polls closed and the meeting will reconvene at 8:00
p.m. at the Walters Atiditorium in the Hollis/BrookJine High School.The motion carried by teller
card: yes 771, no 7. ( There were 32 voters outside the hall who were unable to cast their vote on the
incidental motion, however, their vote would not have effected the outcome.) It was moved by Kathy
Pasko and duly seconded that reconsideration of this motion be restricted according to RSA 40:10.
A teller card vote was taken and declared carried by the Moderator
The Moderator then recognized representatives from the following boards and committees to make
presentations regarding Article 1: Budget Committee, School Board, Communications Committee,
Site Committee, Building Committee and the Finance Sub-Committee. These presentations
covered information regarding student population projections, cost, budgeting, bonding,
alternatives considered, site and design of the proposed school.
After discussion from the floor, the Moderator announced at 10:24 p.m. that the ballot box would be
open for 1 hour. She then declared this meeting in recess for any other business until 8:00 p.m.
tomorrow.
At 11:24 p.m., The ballot box was sealed by the Moderator and a representative of the Hollis Police
Department. They then transported the ballot box to the secure evidence room at the Hollis Police
Station. The reverse process was exercised in the morning when the Moderator and an OfTicer




^~^ Hgilis/'Brookline Cooperative School District
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Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District
Continuation of Annual Meeting
March 7, 1995
Walters Auditorium
The meeting was reconvened at 8:08 by Moderator Joan Wheeler. The results of the ballot on
Article 1 were: 3,322 ballots cast, Yes 1,856; no 1,466. As the motion did not receive a 2/3
affirmative vote, the motion fails.
At this time, State Senator Tom Stawasz addressed the meeting.
It was moved by Mary Vallier-Kaplan and duly seconded that we reconsider Article 1, as provided
by RSA 33:8-a:IV, on Monday, March 20, 1995 at 7:30 p.m. at the Walters Auditorium in the
HoUis.'Brookline COOP High School. After some discussion the motion carried by teller card vote,
yes 208, no 180.
It was moved by Jerry Degrezio and seconded by Jim Liberty that the towns be assigned different
color ballots for Article 1 when it is reconsidered. The Moderator explained that the Coop is a
single district and she would not accept this motion. The decision of the Moderator was appealed.
The vote of the meeting was in support of the Moderator, therefore her ruling stands.
The meeting was then turned over to Assistant Moderator, Jim Belanger. He asked permission of
the voters to restrict reconsideration this evening on all articles, after the next Article is taken up.
The majority of those present agreed.
Article 2 and Article 3. It was moved by Kathy Pasko and seconded by Mike Harris that these
articles be tabled. A teller card vote was declared in favor of tabling these articles.
Article 4. It was moved by Mike Lynch and seconded by Ernie Hudziec that the Supervisory Area
Unit iS4i Board begin to immediately consider other Non High School solutions to provide a good
education for all the students of the current district using the following guidelines during the
consideration of other options:
1. Provide a good education for its students.
2. Provide the most cost effective solutions for both Hollis and Brookline taxpayers.
3. Provide a cooperative solution for educating the children which would
strengthen, rather than divide, the Cooperative District and would also fairly
consider the needs of both the Brookline Elementary School system and the Hollis
Elementary School sj-stem. (submitted by petition)
After discussion, a teller card vote was taken and the motion declared failed by the Assistant
Moderator.
Kathy Pasko gave a report from the Apportionment Study Committee indicating a deadlock
primarily on town lines. A complete copy of the report is available in the SAU Office. The report
was accepted and placed on file.
Article 5. It was moved by Tom Arnold and duly seconded to pass over this article amending the
Articles of Agreement, removing the 7th and 8th grades from the COOP. The motion carried on a
teller card vote. (declared by the Assistant Moderator)
Article 6. It was moved by Ann Webb and seconded by Ernie Hudziec to pass over this article
amending the Articles of Agreement, adding grades R through 6 to the COOP. The motion carried
on a teller card vote, (declared by the Assistant Moderator)
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Article 7. It was moved by Carol Connor and seconded by Jack Flanagan that the school district
vote to approve the salaries of the school district ofTicers as follows; Moderator $0, School District
Clerk $0, Treasurer $360, six School Board Members at $450 each and the School Board Chair $600,
as recommended by the school board and budget committee. The motion carried on a teller card
vote, (declared by the Assistant Moderator)
Article 8. It was moved by Mike Harris and duly seconded that the district vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of $1 14,601 to fund the increase in cost items relative to professional staff
salaries and fringe benefits for the 1995-96 school year which resulted from good faith negotiations
with the professional staff, and which represents the negotiated increase over last year's salaries
and fringe benefits, as recommended by the school board and budget committee. The motion
carried on a teller card vote, (declared by the Assistant Moderator)
Article 9 It was moved by Kathy Pasko and seconded by Mike Harris that the district vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of $5,288 to fund the increase in cost items relative to support staff salaries
and fringe benefits for the 1995-96 fiscal year which resulted from good faith negotiations with the
siipport staff, and which represents the negotiated increase over last year's salaries and fringe
benefits. The motion carried buy a teller card vote, (declared by the Assistant Moderator)
Article 10. It was moved by Glenn Bulduc that the district vote to establish a position of "Technologj'
Support Coordinator" at 40'«- of full time and raise and appropriate a sum of 515,417 which
represents the budgeted amount for salary and fringe benefits, as recommended by the school
board and the budget committee The motion carried on a teller card vote, (yes 193, no 83)
Article 1 lit was moved by Dick Loveland and seconded by Jim Kelly that the district vote to raise
and appropriate $10,000 to fund the first phase of a long term electronic communication program.
The first phase will introduce and provide shared information capabilities, conferencing, and
electronic mail for selected teachers and staff of the High School. The selected departments and
library will have full access to Internet to begin to integrate its offerings with the overall
curriculum. As this article was submitted by petition, a 5 minute presentation was allowed
It was moved by Chuck Conneighton and duly seconded that the dollar figure for Article 11 be
amended to read $26,000 The amendment failed on a teller card vote, (declared by the Assistant
Moderator)
The vote on Article 1 1 was then taken and the motion carried on a teller card vote, (declared by the
Assistant Moderator)
Frank Durham moved that the meeting be adjourned until 7:30 p.m. on March 20, 1995. The
motion was duly seconded and the motion carried on teller card vote, (declared by the Assistant
Moderator)
The meeting adjourned at 10:58 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,
JbAnne Decker, Clerk
lollisj'Brookline Cooperative School District
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Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District
March 20, 1995
Continuation of Annual Meeting
Hollis.'Brookline Cooperative High School
Walters Auditorium
The meeting wcis reconvened at 7:30 p.m. by Assistant Moderator James Belanger. Interactive
video was set up at the Hollis/Brookline Junior High School to handle the overflow and Frank
Durham was sworn in as an Assistant Moderator. As attendance increased beyond the capacity of
both the High School and the Junior High School, Peter Webb was also sworn in as an Assistant
Moderator to handle overflow into the Hollis Elementary School. Assistant Moderator James
Belanger reviewed the procedures regarding debate after which he read Article 1.
Article l.To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,950,000 for the
purchase of land, site development, construction and original equipping of a new high school,
including equipment and furnishings, architectural fees, professional service fees and any items
incident to and/or necessary for said construction, and said sum to be in addition to any federal,
state, or private funds made available therefore, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$14,650,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the pro%asions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the interest earned on the
investment of these bond proceeds in the amount of 5300,000 for the above purpose. The
Hollis.'Brookline Cooperative School Board and the Hollis/Brookline Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (A 2/3 ballot vote required).
It was moved by Nina Glastetter and seconded by Jack Flanagan that Article 1 be amended as
follows;
That the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,450,000 for the purchase of land,
site development, construction and original equipping of a new high school, including equipment
and furnishings, architectural fees, professional service fees and any items incident to and/or
necessarj' for said construction, and said sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private
funds made available therefore, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $12,200,000 of bonds
or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act CRSA Chapter 33) and to
authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
inter«t thereon; furthermore, to authorize the interest earned on the investment of these bond
proceeds in the amount of $250,000 for the above purpose.
A presentation was begun by the school board regarding the changes in the building as a result of
the new lower funding request. At 7:55 p.m. Assistant Moderator James Belanger recessed the
meeting for 20 minutes to accommodate voters still going through the checklist and being bussed to
the elementary school.
At 8:20 p.m., Mr. Belanger requested permission from those present to suspend the regular order of
business to accept an incidental motion regarding voting on Article 1. By a show of teller cards,
the voting body agreed.
It was moved by Glenn Bulduc and seconded by Jack Flanagan that discussion on Article 1
commence at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, April 8, 1995 at the Walters Auditorium in the
Hollis/Brookline High School and voting with a 'yes/no' secret ballot to follow for a minimum of
one hour, or until 5:00 p.m., whichever is latest, at which time the moderator will declare the polls
closed and the meeting will reconvene. Discussion followed.
It was moved by Basil Mason and seconded by Trish Jensen to amend the incidental motion to
provide for all day balloting on April 8, 1995 from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. with discussion occurring
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tonight (March 20, 1995) After additional discussion, Mr Mason withdrew his motion to amend the
incidental motion and made a new motion to amend (seconded by Ernie Hudziec) as follows:
That the Hollis/Brooldine School District vote on Article 1 for at least 1 hour on March 20,
1995 and from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on March 21, 1995 at the Hollis Fire Station with the meetmg to
reconvene at 8:00 p.m. Discussion ensued. A motion calling for the question was made by
Margaret Olsen and seconded by Judy Cook. ( carried by teller card vote) The vote on the
amendment carried. (yes 635, no 436)
It was moved by Jennifer Nicosia-Rusin and seconded by Susan Haight that we table the
amendment to Article 1. By the rules of this meeting as established at the beginning of this
meeting, this motion requires a 2/3 majority vote. The motion to table was overwhelmingly
defeated. (Teller card vote)
It was moved by Tom Comstock and seconded by James McDonald that we restrict
reconsideration of the motion establishing the voting parameters on Article 1. The motion
carried. (Teller card)
The school board continued an abbreviated presentation of the new bonding proposal as
reflected in the amendment to Article 1 that covered construction changes, a comparison of the
Hacket and Lorden sites, bonding,cost of double sessions and the dissolution process should the
coop decide to dissolve. A straw vote on preference of site was: Hacket 441, Lorden 208, either 86.
Additional discussion followed.
The question was moved by Bill Riley and seconded by Jack Flanagan. The motion
carried. (Teller card)
The Amendment to Article 1 carried. (Teller Card)
At 1 1:45 p.m. Mr Belanger announced that the ballot would be open for one hour tonight
,
would reopen at 7:00 a.m. tomorrow at the Hollis Fire Station and that the meeting would
reconvene at 8:00 p.m. on March 21, 1995.
At 12:45 p.m. the ballot box was sealed by Mr. Belanger and a representative of the Hollis
Police Department. They then transported the ballot box to the secure evidence room at the Hollis
Police Station. The reverse process was exercised in the morning when he and an Officer
transported the ballot box to the Hollis Fire Station for all day voting.
Respectfully Submitted,
JpAnne Decker, Clerk
oUis.'Brooldine Cooperative School District
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HoUis/Brookline Cooperative School District
March 21, 1995
Continuation of Annual Meeting
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative High School
Walters Auditorium
The meeting was reconvened by Assistant Moderator James Belanger at 8:06 p.m. The
result of the ballot on Article 1 was announced. Total ballots cast 3,101; yes 1660, no 1441. A
bonding vote requiring a 2/3 vote, Article 1 failed.
Article 12. It was moved by Mary Norton and seconded by Nina Glastetter that the district
vote to raise and appropriate $6,609,102 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries and
benefits for employees, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the district as
recommended by the school board and budget committee.
Nina Glastetter gave a presentation on the only measuring devices we have for gauging
how well Hollis/Brookline does in educating it's students, i.e. SATs, CAT's and various awards
that have been earned in this district.
Mary Norton asked those present to join her in thanking Marilyn Lerner for filling in on
the budget committee for 1 year.
The budget committee presented information regarding the proposed budget including the
fact that $35,000 had been added at the last minute for the specific purpose of funding the necessarj'
research to prepare for the 1996-97 school year when the Junior High building will no longer be
available to the Coop.
There being no discussion on this article, a vote was taken. The motion carried. (Teller
card vote)
It was moved by Kathy Pasko and seconded by Av Harris that the school board authorize the
apportionment study committee to continue to meet until the March 1996 annual meeting.
Chuck Rozwat moved and it was duly seconded that the apportionment committee continue
with new membership as appointed by the school board chairperson. After discussion, the
amendment carried. (Teller card)
It was moved by Kathy Pasko and seconded by Jack Flanagan that the apportionment
committee give a report at the March 1996 annual meeting. The motion carried. (Teller Card vote)
Lee Hardy thanked all who worked so diligently on the high school proposal and called on
the two communities to take some 'cooling off time and then work together as a cooperative to find
a solution to their space problems.
It was moved by Fred Gimbell and seconded by Webster Bridges that the meeting be
adjourned. The motion carried. (Teller card)
^Respectfully Submitted,
JkAnne Decker, Clerk
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENERAL FUND RECEIPTS
Fund Equity July 1, 1994 $500,591.00
Local
Current Appropriations $5,883,366.00















Cash and Equivalents $385,778.00
Receivables - All Funds 136,583.00
TOTAL ASSETS $522,361.00
LIABILITIES & FUND EQUITY
Accounts Payable $86,4 1 1 .00
Reserved for Encumbrances 19,764.00
Unreserved Fund Balance 416,186.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $522,361.00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
form the official records and is complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17
of Chapter 71-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated and regulation Chapter
Rev. 1 100, Financial Accounting for Local Education Agencies on file with
the Administrative Procedures Act, and upon forms prescribed by the








Kenneth L. DeBenedictis, Ed.D., Superintendent
The books and records of the HolUs/Brookline Cooperative School
District have been audited by the CPA firm of Plodzik and Sanderson,
Concord, NH.
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EOUITY









Revenue 6,089,174.00 141,471.00 956.00





HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Apportionment Study Committee Report
January 1996
Kathleen Pasko, Co-Chair Laura VanDeusen, Co-Chair
Carolyn Araujo Bill Matthews
Dexter Decker Mike McQuaid
Joe Driscoll Al O'Donnell
Mort Goulder Bob Peterson
Peter Hacker Lorin Rydstrom
Susan Haight
The Apportionment Study Committee of the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School District consists of residents of HoUis and Brookline,
School Board members, and finance and budget committee members.The
members, and finance and budget committee members. The members
have devoted their time and energy to research and study of all the issues
related to apportionment.
The committee began its study in October and reached an agreement
January 3, 1996. The committee recommends a formula of: 60%
ADM/40% EV. 11 of the 13 Committee members endorse the formula
60%ADM/40%EV. This means that 60% of the budget for the
Cooperative School district is apportioned by the Average Daily
Membership (ADM) of each town and 40% of the budget is apportioned
by the Equalized Valuation (EV) of each town.
The committee reviewed 12 apportioning ideas. Review of the num-
bers associated with different formulas were studied. The group agreed to
the following assumptions:
- use SAU population projections
- plan for a 2% growth of operating budget
- equahzed and actual valuation will grow at 3.0% for Brookline and
2.7% for Hollis
- a $10.8M high school passes
The committee also voted to use the local SAU attendance numbers.
The equalized evaluation numbers will be used as obtained from the
state.
The committee recognizes that any change in the apportionment for-
mula is decided at the March District Meeting by the voters and is fixed
for only 5 years by RSA 195:7. After a change has been made in the for-
mula, it can be revisited in five years if the district feels the needs and
circumstances at that time warrant a change. If the current
50%ADM/50%EV formula does not change this year, then the apportion-
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The 1995-96 school year began on schedule, thanks to the many over-
time hours worked by the General Contractor. The school has grown sig-
nificantly, with eight new classrooms (and more to come), a major renova-
tion of the fi"ont of the building, and improved facilities within. We look
forward to a greatly expanded gymnasium opening in a few months.
The teachers and students have not allowed the renovation project to
interfere with the educational process and are to be congratulated for this.
The second level in the existing building was not available because of the
remodeling, decreasing space available for classes.
Our students continue to distinguish themselves in academic competi-
tions:
1. New England Math League
7th Grade Contest
• Hollis/Brookline Junior High finished in third place for the NH
region.
• Bert Lue placed second in the individual competition.
8th Grade Contest
• Hollis/Brookline Junior High finished in second place for the
NH region.
• Randy Brown placed second in the individual competition.
2. Writing Awards
• Emily Gagne was a winner in the National Scholastic writing
contest. She was invited to read her short story at the Library of
Congress in Washington, DC
• Laura Bigelow was selected to read her poem "Sequined
CarUto" at the Literary Festival at Rivier College.
• Jessica Schroth was a winner in the UNH Education
Association writing contest,
• Kristin Markowich earned second place for her essay in the
Martin Luther King writing contest for New Hampshire.
Three of our students are attending high school math classes, thanks to
the close working relationship we have with the staff at the high school.
7th and 8th grade teaching teams have worked together for the past year
and have accomplished the following goals:
• developing and sharing strategies to assist student learning.
• facilitating meetings with parents.
• sharing short and long-term curriculum objectives with other
team members in order to coordinate learning.
• sharing interdisciplinary ideas in order to broaden student's
- SD-53 -
understanding of their subjects.
We continue to provide a diverse array of co-curricular activities
designed to meet student's interests and abilities in music, art, theatre, and
athletics.
I would like to thank the exceptional volunteers who devoted over 1700
hours of their time to participate in our program. We received again a Blue






The 1994-1995 school year carried the theme "Our Best Year Ever." We
combined the strengths, talents, experiences, and creativity for all the
members of our school community and did indeed enjoy a productive year
of growth and improvement. It is most worthy of note that every year at
Hollis/Brookline High School is our best year ever ... we always beUeve
in growth and improvement for all. This year we live and plan and work by
our theme "Anything is Possible."
Our staff, with parent, student, and community volunteers, spent hun-
dreds of hours after school and during inservice days preparing a compre-
hensive report on the high school. This process, which began in early 1994,
came to fruition with a visit by an evaluation team sent by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). In November,
1995, the evaluation team visited with us for four days and subsequently
submitted a report to the association. This report should be available by
March 1996. We learned all about ourselves and where we are today: a
quality, comprehensive high school where a caring staff works with
delightful, bright young men and women. Now we can work even more
efficiently on where we want to be tomorrow and how to accomplish those
goals. Thank you to all who gave of their time to help produce this evalu-
ation document.
New additions to our staff are bringing new experiences and tremen-
dous energies to our work. Elaine Bennett transferred in from the junior
high to join our high school special education staff. Cynthia Bruce is now
teaching levels 2, 3, and 4 of German, using the skills she further enhanced
in Germany. Geoff Drew, a capable and talented artist whose experience
came form Vermont, took Jeanne Smith-Cripps' place in art during her sab-
batical. Kristen Ferradino joined us with several years of experience and a
dynamite personality to teach Spanish. Veteran teacher Rob Nadeau has
brought strong teaching skills and a creative approach to our social studies
students. Kara Worthley, a creative, energetic first year teacher, is filling in
for Wilma Sherman during her personal leave. We also welcomed three
aides. In special education Kate Skinner replaced Pat Berghom, in guid-
ance Chris Hanson replaced Janet Lawrence, both of whom retired, and
Christine Page joined us in special education.
We have continued our work on interdisciplinary units. For 1995-1996
as a faculty we adopted a theme, bridges, to intertwine in our curricula
throughout the year. All our teachers are at various stages of development
of interdisciplinary activities. Last year Carolyn Allen, Rod Ferland, and
Jeanne Smith-Cripps again combined poetry, music, and photography for
the poetry slam. John Kittredge, environmental science; Bill Neller, social
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problems; and Wilma Sherman, English, created a unit, "A Whale of a
Project."
The Advisory Council, made up of students and staff members elected
by their peers, has been busy in its second year. They helped address the
parking lot concerns with research on the paving and painting. They put
together an enhanced senior privilege package to include an option to leave
campus during free periods, the program currently in place on a trial basis.
These students have worked on field trip and student driving policies to
present to the school board. The Student Council, comprised of students
elected by their peers, now focuses its energies and creative talents on
fundraising and social events.
Last March the school district voters approved a warrant article of
$10,000 for technology. The result is CavNet, with community members
from Brookline and HoUis working with high school students and teachers.
Their focus has been on access to the Internet and e-mail. They have also
been instrumental in preparing the ground work for further development
and upgrade of technology for the high school experience.
In November for our second annual American Education Week at the
high school we wore blue ribbons to celebrate education. The HoUis
Education Association (HEA) placed apples in staff members' mailboxes
and shared a large cake. Time was taken out of our busy schedules to write
notes of thanks to people who have made a difference in our education.
Highlights of the week included an appreciation brunch for support staff,
an appreciation luncheon for all staff, and all students participated in a bulb
planting ceremony on our campus.
The S-Team again organized beautiful, fun-packed after prom and after
graduation parties. Attendance and spirits were high as students enjoyed
great music and tireless dancing, games and contests, terrific prizes donat-
ed by area groups and merchants, fabulous decorations, and endless deli-
cious treats in the festive atmospheres.
Again, our high school won the Blue Ribbon School Achievement
Award sponsored by New Hampshire Partners in Education (NHPIE).
Through the organizational skills of Sue Towne last year, our school was
honored with the award for the tenth year in a row. Volunteers have con-
tributed quaUty hours in the food services program, the Family and
Consumer Sciences (home ec) program, the NEASC evaluation process,
appreciation events, chaperoning student events, hours and hours of com-
mittee work. We are pleased that the NHPIE helps us celebrate your work.
To close I would like to recognize the people of the HoUis/Brookline
High School. We have a special group of staff members. They did not miss
a beat in their dedication to our students when the high school bond failed
in March. In the initial observations of the evaluation team, our staff
received "highest commendations for their individual decisions to shelter
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their students from the effect," in particular, of frequent changes in admin-
istrations, questions around the existence of the H/B Coop, and repeated
failures to pass the new high school bond. We have a special group of stu-
dents. Visitors invariably comment on how pleasant our young adults are,
how friendly and outgoing. The NEASC evaluation team described our
students as "poised, confident, articulate and happy." Thank you to all the
people of the Hollis/BrookUne High School.



















































































































* Denotes National Honor Society Member


















































National Merit Scholarship Commended Scholars
Karen Araujo Joanna Golding
Jenny Baker Bryan Loveland
Granite State Challenge Participants
Jesse Stabile Joanna Golding
Chris Cieto Ryan Kelley
Jenny Harris Bryan Loveland
Hollis Women's Club Valedictorian Award
Joanna Golding
Rotary Club of Nashua West
Joanna Golding
Tandy Technology Scholars
Joanna Golding Bretta Norton
Tandy Award for Excellence in Math, Science, and Computer Science
Joanna Golding
Ruth E. Wheeler Scholarship
Bretta Norton
Community Christmas Card Scholarship
Jesse Stabile
Sylvan Scholar - Winner of the Century HI Leaders Competition
Jesse Stabile
Finalist in the Senate Youth Competition
Jesse Stabile
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Oxbow Charitable Trust Scholarship
Jesse Stabile
Nashua Rotary Club Scholarship
Jesse Stabile
Warren H. Towne Memorial Scholarship
Ryan Ouellette









Team Player of the Year
Jesse Stabile Chris Cieto
Cavalier of the Year Award
Karen Araujo
First Annual Cavalier Leadership Award
Ange (Pic) Picar Chad (Zinger) Zingales
Annual Student Council Scholarship
Sarah Chapman
D.A.R. Good Citizen Award
Sarah Chapman
1995 Principal's Leadership Award
Sarah Chapman
Rotary Club of Nashua West Interact Scholarship
Sarah Chapman
Hollis Education Association Scholarship
Leah Adamowicz
The Nancy Archambault Memorial Scholarship
Jennifer Trela
The Annual John M. Doll Memorial Scholarship
Kevin Luce Joanna Golding
First Annual Athlete/Sportsmanship Award
Angela Picard







Hollis Women's Club Scholai^hip
Terry Desmarais




Laurie Harris Memorial Scholarship
Jennifer Cook
Kristina Whitty Memorial Scholarship
Kevin Luce
Hollis Historical Society Book Award
Kevin Luce
Brookline Historical Society Book Award
Terry Desmarais
1st Annual McEnnis Education Award
Ramona Smith
Special Flag Raising Award
Jayson Benoit
Security Service Federal Credit Union
GiUian Eicher
All-expense Paid Appointment to the U.S. Air Force Academy
Lisa Berry
Robert F. McCoy Memorial Scholarship
Amy Dunbar








































Eastern New Mexico University
Endicott CoUege
Framingham State CoUege
















Maine CoUege of Art
Mansfield College




MUlersviUe U. of Penn.
Montana State University
Montserrat CoUege of Art
Mount Holyoke
New England CoUege
New Hampshire Technical CoUege
New Hampshire Technical Institute, Concord











Rochester Institute of Technology
Sacred Heart
Salve Regina-The Newport CoUege
San Francisco Art Institute
















University of Maine at Farmington
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
University of Massachusetts-LoweU
University of Missouri
University of New Hampshire
University of New Hampshire at Manchester
University of Rhode Island
University of Rochester







West Virginia Wesleyan College
Westfield State CoUege
Wheaton CoUege
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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